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Central gives
aid in China
earthquake
relief effort
by Sarah Hazel
Staff reporter ·

The death toll fro m the 7.9 magnitude earthquake in China has now
surpassed 34,000 people, according
to the Associated Press. As a response
to the devastation, a fundraising campaign has been coordinated by Cen- _
tral's Chinese-American community.
The Chinese government now
estimates that the death toll wi 11
exceed 50,000 people with many
more injured. Thousands of schools,
homes and other buildings were
demolished during the earthquake
and following ahershocks.
Central's Chinese-American community members are urging people to
donate to the cause. While the death
toll and number of injuries continue
to rise, relief efforts will help aid the
survivors by providing medical care,
food and shelter.
According to Mei Chun, assistant professor of Chinese, the money also will be allotted for continued rescue efforts.
China, in addition to other countries
such as the U.S., is still in the process of
implementing an early-warning system
for natural disasters. Even with an early
warning of only a few seconds,
advanced measures such as elevator
evacuations and automatic train braking
· systems, wou ld have helped to decrease
· the number of injuries and fatalities.
Wh ile the Chinese government is
attempting to expedite technological
advances for anticipation of future disasters, the main concern now is to focus
on diffusing the disaster at hand by continuing with rescue and relief efforts.
"It is especially significant [for]
Central and [all] education institutions to donate money," Chun said.
"We have all been very devastated by
the earthquake, especially by the loss
of many schoolchildren. We want to
show our support."
So far, the Central community has
donated $1,075, according to Vicki
Dicken, foundation accountant for
university relations.
All money collected by the relief
fundraiser will be sent directly to the
Chinese Red Cross or a similar organization in order to ensure that all
donations will only be used to aid
earthquake victims arJd assist with
rescue efforts.

Top: students stand on the Beck Hall balconies during
the power outage. Left~ emergency lights illuminate a
darkened hallway, shining on a program poster in
Green Hall. Below: the culprit - a blown transformer
at Brooklane Village, killing power for two hours.
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BLACKOUT CATCHES STUDENTS, STAFF OFF-GUARD
by Chelsea Krotzer
News editor

A boot located in a utilities transformer at Brooklane Village apartments
failed last Thursday, leaving Central in
the dark with no electricity.
'
When the transformer failed, the
12,500 volts of electricity grounded
and tripped all breakers, surging the
city's feeders connected to Central
campus. The result was a campuswide blackout.
The boot is a special connector that
takes high voltage charge to a 90degree turn into the transformer.
The transformer's boot looks similar
to the rubber boot found on a spark
plug, only much larger.
"I was in the Barto computer lab
doing my CS homework arid then the
power went out and I lost everything,"
Dani Gunner, freshman undeclared,
said. "I had to restart the next day dur-

ing the test. I almost cried."
Central's Facilities Management is
still uncertain of the exact cause of the
failed transformer boot.
According to Bill Vertrees, assistant
vice president for facilities management, the possibilities range from a
drop of water to a crack in the transformer's insulation.
The age of the transformer also
came into question. The transformer
was installed when Brooklane Village
was built in 1973.
Fifteen electricians and linemen
worked to get the campus back online. .
The Student Union and Recreation
Center (SUR() was closed within 30
minutes of the blackout.
"During the blackout I was just
working on my computer," Paul Barrois, freshman musical theater major,
said. "When everything 'went off it just
got very quit so I just popped in a
movie on my lap top and it was just

kind of a nice ahernoon ."
The SURC was put on an emergency. backup generator. The main
function of the generator is to keep the
water pumps working in the basement.
The generator also provided
minimal lighting. Areas such as the
SURC Theatre were left in total
darkness . The restroom facilities
were not in working order, as all
the toilets and water faucets in the
SURC function electronically.
John Drinkwater, senior director of
campus life and student facility devel- ·
opment, was among those who made
the decision to close the SURC.
"I didn't believe [keeping the SURC
open] was adequate in terms of maintaining the facilities," Drinkwater said.
"The comfortable weather was good."
Housing focused their priority on
Brooklane Village, bringing flashlights
door-to-door, not knowing when the
power would return.

"I think what was great was how
students did re~pond," said Jen na
Hyatt, director of residence life and
new student programs. "They were
making an unexpected situation the
best it could be."
Drinkwater said that in the case of a
long-term blackout, there is a larger generator available at facilities management.
It could be brought to campus and
hooked up to the SURC, which is designated as a place of refuge during an
emergency.
Vertrees hopes for more management in ~he future. Facilities is looking into running the campus at a
medium voltage, as well as wiring the
campus differently so in the case of a
power outage, the whole campus
isn't out at once.
A debriefing meeting will be held
at a later date so those involved can
discuss what worked and what didn't
during the blackout.
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Yakima River overflolf!S, Carrie Lake floods putting dan:iper on fun in the sun for Ellensburg

Playground equipment is nearly submerged last week under water near Carrie Lake, more commonly known as People's Pond.

S~ow

melt due to extreme heat created such conditions.
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utdoor
Pursuits
and
Rentals
turned
away
approximately 20 people
who tried to rent rafts and inner tubes
last weekend. Customers were denied
raft rentals because sudden snow melt
the in the Cascades that flowed into
local creeks and Yakima River. The
water levels rose to dangerously high
levels, according to Isaac Herriges of
Central Washington University's QPR.
Last Saturday and Sunday, the Yakima River reached a height of 34.44 feet
after mountain snow pack melted in the
stifling spring heat.
The snowmelt picked up large
debris and dirt on it's way to the river.
Such conditions kept most people
off of the river. Currently local streams
and rivers are chock full of debris such
as trees, shrubs, refrigerators- and eve
old cars.
Rafts and other water sports equipment cannot be rented without a guide
when water levels of the river are in the
action stage, according to the Advanced
Hydrologic -Prediction Service.
The action stage means that the

Jessica Liddle/Observer

Above: Carrie Lake's water levels rise, nearing the shoreline. Left: The
Yakima River has reached dangerous! high levels due ~o snow melt.
river's depth is at least 33.5 feet deep
and the water is at the peaks of its
banks.
QPR allows people to reserve rafts
and inner tubes in advance, despite
what the projected water levels are. If
the river gets too high by the time of the

reservation, QPR offers full refunds.
"[People] a're always mo~e than
welcome to reserve [equipment],"
Herriges said.
. Water levels of the Yakima River
change daily and are projected to be
lesser as the season progresses.
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President search lags
by Kevin Opsahl
Staff reporter

by Allie Mathis
Staff reporter
In
1967,
the
federal government
attempted to bridge
the cultural misunderstandings between the ·
United States and
Asia, and the Johnson
administration created
the East/ West Center.
Located in Honolulu, Hawaii, at the
Joshua Nelson
University of Hawaii
Department Chair
Monoa, the center
works to bring awareness about Asia to people throughout the country
and world. The center is visited by representatives
of schools, faculty members and students from
around the country.
Professor Joshua Nelson, chair of the foreign
languages department, was the first Central Washington University staff member to visit the East/
West Center in 1997.
"This organization is very practical," Nelson
said . "They want to bring knowledge of Asia into
American organizations, colleges and government,
and have people make deeper and more significant connections."
After Nelson visited the center, he immediately
began recruiting people from Central to visit
knowing that it would make a positive impact on
the university.
'
"I had a hard time at first turning people into
believers and getting them to go, but then something happened, and the numbers grew," Nelson

said. "All faculty members that have gone have
made a huge contribution once they got back, and
that is why it is so effective."
Nelson led a faculty panel on Tuesday in the
Science Building. The presentation, entitled "Professional Development Opportunities through
East/West Summer Institutes," was about the
East/West Center and its importance in bringing
education about Asian coun.tries to staff members
and students who visit the center.
"We want people to know that the center is
there, and that if they keep their eyes open, the
opportunities are endless," Nelson said. "The East/
West Center has a lot to offer in terms of education
· and professional development opportunities."
·
Many other staff members have now visited the
center since Nelson's first visit in 1997 and each
one has brought back valuable information to the
students of Central.
"It has to do with the importance of global relations," said professor Jeff Dipman, director of Central's Asian Pacific studies program. "The more our
students are exposed to Asian culture, the better,
and by teachers learning this through the center
they can bring that into their classrooms."
The East/West Center is particularly important
to universities such as Central. Unlike bigger
schools such as the University of Washington,
Central does not have an Asian study center and
has to rely on other places to help educate our faculty and students on areas like this.
"These are really pragmatic people and they
don't just talk about ideas; they make things happen," Nelson said.
For r:nore information about the East/West
Center, visit their Web site at www.eastwestcenter.org.

approximately 35 to 40 people participated at the
Ellensburg sessions. Derrick Peacock, ASCWUBOD vice president for Equity and Community
The CWU Presidential Search Committee Service and student representative, was present for
sponsored 11 focus group sessions from students, the student focus groups.
faculty and community members May 12 and
The committee will also acquire feedback
13. The sessions are part of the first step in a through responses to questions posted on line.
Both the site feedback and focus group results
process designed to choose the next president.
The groups found that while the university will be reviewed by the committee, who reconis still in good standing statewide, Central vened May 13 to discuss recent efforts. The comneeds to work on fostering a more diverse envi- mittee included President Jerilyn Mcintyre in their
ronment and strengthen ties with the Ellens- . discussion.
"Continuing the integration of the centers into
burg community. Participants also said they
valued the interaction between students and the fabric of CWU will be one of the big chalfaculty. Most agreed that Central has a strong lenges facing the new president," Bohrson said .
ability to recruit and retain students.
"The reality is that most faculty and students are on
"We will continue to review that information the Ellensburg can:ipus. There definitely needs to
and write a description to [help the candidates] be a better relationship between [CWU] Ellensunderstand if .the university is right for them," burg and the other campuses throughout the state."
said Wendy Bohrson, committee chair and faculParticipants were asked to reflect on four questy member for college of the sciences. "We'll try tions, and topics dealt with qualities of the next
to incorporate a theme that comes out of that."
president, what important issues are facing the uniThe description will be drafted by a sub- versity, what indicates success for the next presicommittee comprised of three people on the dent and the attractive features of Central Washpresidential search committee. According to ington University and the president.
Janet Shields, administrative assistant for the
"Much 0f ·'.1e faculty wants [the next president].
faculty senate, the description will be finished to co·ntinue on the progress that Mcintyre has
by the end of the quarter to be approved at the made both internally and externally," Shields said.
Board ofTrustees (BOT) meeting in June.
Additional focus groups were held at the CWU
Once the BOT finalizes the position Des Moines campus at the Higher Education
description, it will be posted on the presiden- Building. Another community forum was held at
tial search Web site to be shared with the cam- the Kittitas Valley Event Center in Ellensburg.
pus community and be distributed to all of the
"People were very willing to share their
presidential candidates.
thoughts and concerns on the next president," said
Many of the focus groups were open forum, David Shorr, director of the early childhood educa-..
some focused mainly on issues related to staff, tion program at CWU Des Moines. "My hope is
students or the community. Alberto Pimentel, a that we will eventually come to a consensus with
managing partner of Storbeck/Pimentel and Asso- these results and it will help shape the search and
ciates, was appointed by the BOT to assist with selection process."
the search process. He. moderated the focus
Additional steps in the search process will
groups on the Ellensburg campus.
occur throughout the summer. In order to narrow
According to Bohrson, the number of parSEE SEARCH PAGE 6
ticipants ranged from one to 10, and a total of

Donating blood
to save lives

Graduation nears, seniors
bid farewell to college life
by Katrina Smith
Staff reporter

Central students
donate blood to save
lives. OnJy 3 7 percent
of the U.S. population
is able to donate blood.
One pint of blood can ·
save three lives. One in
seven people entering a
hospital need blood.
Someone is in need of
blood every two seconds.

In less than 20 days, Tomlinson Stadium will be filled with friends and relatives waiting to watch with anticipation accomplished graduates receive
their diplomas. Although it's an experience of a lifetime, it's also a huge transitional phase into the real world that can
be almost nauseating for some.
The biggest question that runs
through every graduate's mind is,
"What do I do now?"
"It's nerve-wracking to graduate,"
Jene' Daulley, senior psychology major,
said. "It's such a surreal feeling because
I never imagined I would actually be
done with school. School felt like something that I would be doing forever. It's
more or less a wake-up call because
now I have to actually do something
with my education."
Every quarter students carefully plan
out classes they need to take; make new
weekly schedules to fit their sleeping
routines, then call up friends to coordinate class times so they have people with
whom to socialize to keep their sanity.
Then they come to a point in their
lives when school ends and the real
world begins. Some people are ready
to leave the classroom, but to others,
the classroom holds a certain security
keeping the pressures of having to get a
real career at bay.
Every graduate utilizes different
means to achieve success and each
takes a different path to get there.
The only thing graduates need to worry about is the time they have right now.
In order to enjoy the last half of the
May there are certain things a graduate
might want to know.
"If you're having trouble getting things

' ' ... we can see what
your interests are
and set you in the
. h t d.irection.
. ''
ng
}ACQUALYN JOHNSON,
CAREER SERVICES

together, come talk to us at Degree
Checkout," Registrar Tracy Terrell said.
"We',·e not counselors, but we will make
sure you have everything in your CAPS
report in place to guarantee there won't
be any last-minute problems."
The last day to register has passed,
butTerrell encourages those still unregistered- who would like to participate
in the graduation ceremony, to go to
Degree Checkout.
"There are always exceptions for
people who couldn't register in time,"
Terre.II said. "We will work something
out for you."
For students having troubles finding
a job or an internship, and are unsure of
where to begin, Career Services offers
many outlets to help graduates get their
foot in the door.
"If you make an appointment with
us, we can look over your cover letter
and resume to help you," Career Services Director Jacqualyn Johnson said.
"Then after that, we can see what your
interests are and set you in the right
direction for a job."
Career Services provides many
unique opportunities for students and
all the necessities to get organized and
stay on task.
"We want people to know we're

here," Johnson said. "We have people
here that have worked in all angles of
the working industry and are very motivated to get things done the right way
for students."
Lastly, there is plenty of information
about graduation day.
Congressman Doc Hastings will
speak to the 2008 graduating class as he
delivers the commencement address at
Central's 11 7th year of graduation ceremonies. For the third year in a row,
Central will conduct two commencement ceremonies. Graduates of the College of Education and Professional
Studies and the College of Business will
be awarded their degrees at the first ceremony, which begins at 9:30 a.m. A
second ceremony will begin at 1:30
p.m. for graduates of the College of Arts
and Humanities, the College of the Sciences and interdisciplinary and individual study majors.
Both ceremonies will be held at
Tomlinson Stadium.
. Tickets are not required of those
who wish to attend the east side commencement ceremony, which may
include graduates from all CWU campuses: CWU-Des. Moines, CWU-Lynnwood, CWU-Moses Lake, CWUPierce County, CWU-Wenatchee and
CWU-Yakima. Tickets are required for
the west side ceremony and are only
available from students taking part in
that ceremony.
Graduating seniors need to make
sure to stay on target with CAPS reports,
to avoid any last-minute stress.
Also, make sure to take advantage of
the services offered at Central to get the
best opportunities available.
But most of all, enjoy this last month
as a college student, because the real
world is fast approaching.
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SOURCE provides creative outlet, showcases
work of Central.students of all disci.Plines
by Kevin Opsahl
Staff reporter
CWU students showcased their academic
projects and creative works at the annual Symposium
on
University
Research
and
Creative
Expression ·(SOURCE). The
aJl-day event was held on
Thursday, May 15, in the Student Union and Recreation Center.
SOURCE
is a
yearly event at Central
that focuses on scholq.rly and
creative endeavors from al I
academic levels and departments. Scientific, historical,
literary, or educational research, as well as creative writing, musical and theatrical performance or artistic compositions were among the
research displayed. Participating students gave
oral presentation or displayed poster projects.
"It's a showcase for research and creative
expression," said Kenneth Cohen, family
and consumer sciences professor. "The
students
get
the
opportunity to put
research out in front
of their peers."
These projects
can require an extensive amount of
preparation and literary review. Faculty members were assigned
as mentors for each project. According to Cohen,
many don't realize that a sigQificant amount of
research is done by undergraduates.
Life-long educator and Central alumna Virginia Beavert delivered the keynote address at
SOURCE. Beavert currently teaches advanced
classes at Heritage University in Toppenish.
Much of her work has been aimed preserving
the traditions and language of the Yakama Indian Nation through education.
She discussed her childhood and shared Indian
legends
she
learned from her
mother and education research.
"I have been involved
with people of all colors," Beavert said. "It's
really interesting to learn
that we all have the same
problems .... It all depends on
how we face it ... The training that
we give our students has a lot to do with doing
things right about values, discipline."
A study by a group of five students analyzed
the carbon output of student transportation at
Central by conducting a multiple choice survey of
100 students. The study found that 2.5 million
pounds of C02 are emitted per academic year.
They also found that 75 percent of the student

body have their own cars on campus, and 35 percent do not use Central Transit because they do
not know the times or routes.
The group proposed solving the problem by
providing free bikes on campus or increasing
the parking permit. fee so that fewer people
would want to drive their own cars.
Another group did a study using Central students as a control group to examine self-handicapping and procrastinating behavior. The control group was given 20 minutes to study note
cards before taking a computer simulation test.
"Our interest was to help people prepare for
a task," Christopher Lake, psychology major,
said. "So, if someone has a test coming up in a
course, for example, how many different individuals ... study different ways based upon how
difficult people view the task to be. How are
they going to prepare for that?"
Central student Nicole Swanson conducted a
psychology study of younger and older runners.
Her project involved a treadmill study on nine
older males and 11 _Central students who were
training for the upcoming cross-country season. The
test monitored heart rates and oxygen intake levels.
Studies found that psychological capacities go
dow_
n with age regardless of the amount of training.
"I like the aging process and just worked
with older adults," Swanson said "So kind of
looking at the changes that occur with aging
and how those changes can be prevented [is
what inspired me]. I just decided to make a new
justification."
Brian Scanlon, senior political science major,
presented a poster project titled "The Blackwater
problem: Accountability and Other Issues." The
presentation used a private military contractor as .
a case study to illustrate the "sweeping free-market reforms of Pentagon policy."
Musical performances provided entertainment during SOURCE, which included Jefferey
Snedeker with the Central horn ensemble, a
flute solo piece by Emi Ogawa, a piano and viol in duet by Nikolas Caoile, Carrie Rehkopf of
the Kairos String Quartet and a trombone quartet led by Sean Brown.
.
Awards were given May 16 for outstanding
undergraduate and graduate student presentations,
and select faculty members were recognized for
their work as mentors in assisting students.
In the past, the symposium brought in an
unprecedented number of participants to
showcase their works. This year more than
2 79 presentations were given with 2 9
departments and programs being represented. This concl1,1ded the 13th SOURCE event
at Central th is yE;ar.
SOURCE is sponsored by the Office of the
President, the Office of the Provost, the Office of
Graduate Studies and Research, Continuing Education, the Central Washington University Foundation, the College of Arts and Humanities, the
College of Business, the College of Education and
Professional Studies, the College of the Sciences,
Student Affairs and Enrollment Management, the
Len Thayer Small Grants Programs and the Wildcat Shop.

Kristine Alipao!Observer

Spectators browse poster projects during SOURCE on Thursday, May 4. This
was the 13th year students and faculty have participated in SOURCE at Central.

·SEARCH: Campus- wide search
for a new president continues
continued from page 4
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or four finalists will be invited to Central
in October to interview with the campus and take time to visit some of the
branch centers. The search process is
still on track to have a new president in
place by 2009.
"[Mclnty.reJ has done a good job,"
Bohrson said. "One of our participants
noted that it is going to be hard to fill
her shoes .... Dr. Mcintyre's commitment to this university is greatly valued
by the campus and the community."
For more information on future
focus group sessions, contact Wendy
Bohrson
at
509-963-2835
or
bohrsonw@cwu.edu. The deadline has
been extended for Web feedback. To
submit
your
views,
v1s1t
http://www.cwu.edu/president/search/f
eedbackl .html.
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Enforcement fairness
gets closer look
by Mimi Oh
Staff reporter
Statistics shed surprising light on students' and permanent residents' perceptions of police enforcement fairness.
While Central Washington University students make up approximately half of
Ellensburg's population, 'they comprise
only 20 percent of the total tickets written,
according to Ellensburg Police Department Detective Sergeant Mike Coppin.
"The average age range . . . is very
young ... and that age range is statistically involved with crime," Coppin said. "So
statistically, you really should have high
contact with police in that age range."
Coppin added that while some students claim that police target their demographic more than others, permanent
residents counterclaim that police do not
do enough to enforce laws. Common
complaints from residents often fall in
the quality of life category. This category
includes taking a resident's allotted parking space, violating noise ordinances
and damaging property.
Residents and students take issue
with each other because of lifestyle differences more often than criminal activity. For example, a student who parties
until 2 a.m. in the morning conflicts
with a family next door who wakes up
at 6 a.m. for school work.
City council member Fennelle
Miller is trying to rectify the disparate
perceptions of traffic enforcement fairness by standardizing rules for parking
enforcement waivers. For example, a
resident may ask for a waiver because
many guests at their residence need
parking. Miller said that this push is part
of her overall vision of standardized
laws that she believes helps a city's reputation for fairness.
Miller believes that while the parking problem downtown is really more
about perception than a true lack of
parking space, she feels that the city
should work on this perception.
"We're really waiting to hear back
from the Downtown Task Force," Miller
said. "They are the ones that get first
crack on the parking issues."
Jim Jongward believes that parking
downtown poses a problem for people
who want to park in front of a business
whose employees and owner tak~ up
their own business' parking. However,
he also contends that a false perception
of the amount of parking space plays a

part. Employees commonly practice
chain parking, where a person repeatedly moves their vehicle to skirt the
two-hour time limit.
Jongward said that the police can be
overzealous in their enforcement. He
notes that this overzealousness does
sometimes snag unwitting students.
"Are police filling quotas or fixing real
road problems?" Jongward said. "I do
know that we have more police officers
per capita than other cities of our size."
Coppin and Sgt. Eric Twaites both
stress that the police do not have quotas
for any offense. Twaites added that many
police officers are Central alumni·and that
they understand the students' perspective.
According to Sgt. Brian McElroy's
weekend patrol activity reports, students
made up approximately 50 percent of ticketed persons during four weekends from
January 2008 to March 2008. Coppin
points out that conflict between residents
and students can stem from the increase in
rentals available to students. He explains
that as Central grows and becomes more ·
selective, crime rates decrease.
Coppin described many of the arrests
and tickets as alcohol related, including
public urination. Coppin says that
although many people caught urinating
in public said that there is a long line for
the bathroom, this claim is untrue.
"We have public restrooms," Coppin said. " ... Every time I do a bar
check, I have never seen a line for the
bathroom. That's another quality of life,
when you go to open your store in the
morning, it's not fun to find urine everywhere, or vomit."
Coppin said that the police department only receives money from parking
tickets, but that parking ticket income
comprises $30,000 out of their $3.9 million budget. The rest of the various types
of fines fund the county court system.
As Jim Weed, corporal for the patrol
division, conducted his day shift in town,
he explained that his route is randomized.
Weed said that people may perceive that
the police target them when they live in an
area with a higher crime rate - the areas
that reeeive more patrolling.
Weed added that the police respond
to calls, but they do not have time to
actually pick out certain areas or demographics. During his shift, he ticketed a
speeder and responded to a landlordtenant dispute. He noted that Dolorway
is a problem speeding area because it is
wide open and has less traffic.

"5est Lodging in Ellensburg'1
All theme rooms are non-smoking,
no pets allowed, and include down
comforters, jacuzzis, large screen
TV's, a refrigerator, and WiFi

Gift Cenificates Available
Googlemaps.com>Hotels Ellensburg
1720 Canyon Rd.
www.innatgoosecreek.com
Email: goosecrk@ellensburg.com

1 '

509-962-8030
800-533-0822

Council approves
panial annexation

Ell.ensburg·
'1Veather · ·

by Chelsea Krotzer
News editor

In some cases, size does matter .
as the Ellensburg City Council
approved only the northern parcel of .
the Sorensen annexation, totaling
162.16 acres.
The final vote was 4-2.
"My concern is that this is too
much right now to come into the
city," councilmember Fennelle
Miller said. "That's a lot of acreage."
The acreage being considered in
the Sorensen annexation totaled
nearly 340 acres along the east Interstate 90 interchange. This time
around, bigger is not always better.
"The city failed to follow theirown comprehensive plan and urban
growth area ordinance tonight,"
Sorensen said. "[They] chose instead
to address the issue of size instead of
what is in the best interests of both
the Sorensen's and the city."
Major concerns that Mayor Nancy Lillquist had included the traffic
impact to the east 1-90 interchange,
as well as whether or not families
were given enough notice regarding
the annexation.
·
During deliberations, Sorensen
came frustrated with the council's
reluctance to make a decision.
"I'm not going to be intimidated,"
Sorensen said to the council. "If you
do not want our annexation, tell us
tonight and let us go."
Public opinion echoed the council's concern of the sheer degree of
acreage proposed.
"It would create more commer- ·
cial land than we really need,"
Ellensburg resident Beverl..y Hecker

''The town needs
a little time to
adjust before we
take another bite.''

Today:
High:68°F Low: 49°F
20% chance of precipitation.
Partly cloudy I Windy

GEORGE BOTTCHER,
COUNCILMEMBER

Friday:
said. "[The east 1-90 interchange] is
where regional retail belonged all along
and now we'll have two rival retail
gangs."
The approved annexation will be
zoned under commercial tourist.
The council will revisit the southern
parcel of land for annexation at a later
date.
They expressed the need to hold
another public hearing so that families
involved, as well as the community at
large, can express further opinion on
the proposal.
"This is a fairly big bite," councilmember George Bottcher said. "The
town needs a little time to adjust before
we take another bite."
Also passed last night was the petition for the service and consumption of
alcohol at the adult activity center.
If all the correct paperwork is filled
out and rules are followed, wine, champagne and beer in a can or bottle can be
served or consumed at the center.
Councilmember Stan Bassett was
reluctant, saying they survived without
having alcohol on city property for a
long time.

High: 70°F Low: 48°F
20% chance of precipitation
Cloudy.

Saturday:
High: 73°F Low: 50°F
20% chance of precipitation
Partly cloudy.

Sunday:
High: 76°F Low: 53°F
20% chance of precipitation
Partly cloudy.

..
Continue your CWU studies. •.

WESTSIDE GEOGRAPHY
SUMMER CLASSES
If you'll be in the Seattle/Tacoma/Everett area this summer, continue
your studies at CWU-Lynnwood (Edmonds C.C. campus) or CWU-Des
Moines (on Highline C.C. ca~pus). Classes held June 16 to August 13.
GEOG 308-CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY
CWU-Lynnwood, 5 credits. M,W: 12:30-2:40 PM
Learn about how culture helps us to understand human
organization and activities. How do we humans leave our imprint on
the natural world? Photographic field work project required. Suitable
for all students. Meets degree requirement~ for both Social Science ·
Major, B.A. and Social Science: Teaching Secondary Major.
GEOG 352-GEOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICA
CWU-Des Moines, 5 credits. M,W: 5:30-7:40 PM
Explore the continent without even leaving western ·
Washington. Study contemporary issues facing various regions and
explore historical geographies, religion, economic development,
environmental issues, immigration., sense of place and the forces of
globalization and the Pacific Rim. Suitable for all students. Meets
degree requirement for Social Science: Teaching ~econdary ~ajor.
('

...
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The editorial views expressed are those of the writers and are not
necessarily those of the newspaper staff at large, the student body,
the faculty or the administration and are certainly not to be
considered as official views of Central Washington University.

Observance:

"Political" satire more garbage than edgy.hutµor
German · film
di rector
Uwe
Boll was so
pleased with the
end result of his
newest
film,
"Postal," that he
aimed to premier
the film in 1,500
Frank
theaters nationStanley
wide.
Editor-inWell,
he'll
Chief
have to settle for
four,
instead;
nearly every theater distributor has ·
since cancelled the film's premiere
stemming the announcement from
Boll, leaving the remainder to inde- ·
pendent exhibitors.
Boll, of course, said the snubbing
from American distributors is the
resu It of an unspoken boycott.
"We were prepared to open on
1,500 screens all across America on
May 23," Boll said in a statement
after the cancellations. "Any multi-

pl ex in the U.S. should have space for
us, but they're afraid. Theatrical distributors 'are boy'cotting 'Postal'
because of its political content."
For the record, let me put the
"political" content in perspective,
using the movie's plot. Everyone can
make his or her own assumption as to
how "political" the storyline really is:
The film's protagonist, simply
known as "The Dude," leaves his
trailer park home to avoi.d his wife,
lovingly named "Bitch," and asks
his uncle, the leader of a violent
religious cult; for money. It turns
out that his un..cle is in a financial
bind as well .•
The two come up with an idea to
steal valuable merchandise starting
with items at, for some odd reason, a
rocal amusement park.
However, while attempting the
heist, it turns out that Osama bin
Laden and the Taliban are after the
same items.
As a result, bin Laden is forced to

call in his best friend for help: _Presi- · directly into Tower One of the World plenty of 9-1 _.] victims' families and
dent George W. Bush.
Trade Center. Yes, Boll is saying thqt it . Muslims wotldwige that find no
Now, if that wasn't enough, the was the hostages, in fact, that caused humor in being mocked as such.
fil~'s opening sequ·ence is even 9-11.
There is no humor or satire, only
worse.
Let's be honest here - do people . anti-American and anti-Muslim sentiTwo Middle Eastern men are fly- really think that the distributors can- · ment. Talk about a great way to
j n,g a seemingly hijacked plane, celled the premiere because of it's appeal to the main audience.
discussing their inevitable journey "edgy" content or did they cancel simI'm reminded of the first novel of
to the afterlife and the numerous ply because this could be the makings the One Book, One Campus provirgins they've been promised for of an absolutely horrible film?
gram, T.C. Boyle's "The Tortilla Cursacrificing their lives.
Seei ng as how every fi Im ta in," which was advertised as witty
However, an argument breaks Boll's production company, Boll and ironic, yet there was nothing of
out between the two on the actual KG, has released in the United the sort.
number of virgins. they're to be States has never turned a profit,
For what seems like months, now,
awarded.
I'm sure we know the. real reason. Boll has been littering the Internet
One calls bin -laden himself
Regardless, I want to talk about with boasts that "Postal" would open
and, after finding out the truth - the attempts to push the political against (and be a top contender of)
which is no virgins, as the increase envelope with such matters, "Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of
in suicide attacks has depleted the because it's becoming increasingly . the Crystal Skull."
supply - the two men agree to fly unnecessary.
For a film that's had its highest
the pl~ne to the Bahamas instead of
Boll's idea was to "fight the Holly- showing in any country so far be 48
carrting out their plan.
wood system," but I don't see any in his native Germany, I'd say he\got
In the end, before they can reason as to why terrorist attacks some catching up to do.
change course, the hostages of the were required to do so.
plane charge the cockpit and the
While the film was intended to be Observer Editor-in-Chieffrank Stanley
plane goes spiraling out of control, a satirical comedy, I'm sure there are can be reached at_stanleyf@cwu.edu.

Volunteer service lacks impact
As I sit here
writing
this
piece, I have to
ask myself if I
reaily made a difference when I
took part in the
Immersion Excursion last week.
Matthew
A grol,lp of
Hartmann
CWU
voluntee rs went to Staff reporter
the
Union
Gospel Mission in Yakima for a Friday full -of hard work to help others, but I had very mixed feel in gs
about the whole experience.
On one hand, I felt good inside by
going to a soup kitchen to help prepare
the two meals that we served that day.
On the other hand, my mind
goes toward the Biblical saying:
"Feed a man a fish and he eats for a
day. Teach a man to fish and he eats
for a lifetime."
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I couldn't help but feel that way gets to the point that they are unable
about the experience. Don't get .11Je to p~y their bills and are forced onto
wrong, I'm very glad that I w~nt -. th~¥.treet.
because it made me realize how·riluch
~~ry person that is seen on the
?f/F
people who h~ve much more in)+ife streef·Has a story. One person might
have been a worker who was laid off
take it all for granted.
- Our society is one of materialism and was unable to pay bills.
, Another might be a child who,
and, in my opinion, selfishness. People tend to think only of themselves through no fault of his or her own, has
and don't care about their neighbor.
ended up on the street because of the
I am very grateful for the life that I mistakes of others .
have. I can honestly say that I had a
I really did feel pity for the people
great upbringing that included a proper that we saw. However, I also understand
education, loving parents and warm that these people would have gotten that
food on the table every single night.
meal even if none of us from Central
I also realize that many other peo- had decided to volunteer that day.
,
ple aren't as fortunate. Even in our
Did I honestly make ·a difference in
own country, there are many children anyone's life that.day? I can honestly
who go to bed hungry and desperate say that, as much as I would like to
for something to happen that would answer "yes," I know deep down that
take them out of the hardships that to do so would be living a lie and I am
surround them.
forced to reply "no."
Homelessness and poverty are
vicious cycles that begin with people Observer Staff reporter Matthew Hartmann
being caught in financial strife until it can be reached at kelev1 O@aol.com

. <_,"' Whenever
'
reflect . upon
myself; I am generally pleased. I
have a healthy
diet, work out regularly and try to
avoid many vices.
However,
·Eric
every
time I see
From Dail SuDoku Online
Haugland
Ad Council comCopy Desk
mercials I just
chief
want to light.up a
cigarette
and
inhale a whole pack for no justifiable
reason other than spite itself.
Designed to generate discussion and encourage
·Now before anyone logs into their ereader interaction with The Observer.
mail and begins directing their depressing family history to me, let me first say.
Question: How would you compare your summer
that lung cancer runs in my family.
experieQces before and after college?
I lost my grandfather to it, two uncles
and have no doubt that my father will be
Please e-mail your answers along with your year and major to
diagnosed with it in the next decade - all
The Observer's e-mail at: cwuobserver@gmail.com
directly related to a lifetime of smoking.
I remember clearly seeing my grand-

The Observer Opinion Forum

-~-

father .before he died; he was no longer
able to walk, and constantly had to have
fluid from his lungs pumped out, yet all
he really wanted was to be wheel
chaired _cmto the patio to smoke a cigarette, knowing ful.I well that is what
. would eve_ntually kill him.
This is why thetruth.com's ad campaign an_q various other Ad Council tac- .
tics ma:ke me so angry.;W" ·,FJJ see Disney-,esque chara~ters ~a.,,. -...11:;;. ~ing' (ype
wnters br.eak.out into ,~ong•'$nd qance I
cannot help but fee_l. ,i~(tiiat~d .•This
doesn't keep people from. ~-g\oking.
In Ireland it is·· plain'. a6d simple people buy a pack of cigan~ttes and~ in
large bofd letters below.thelJgo, it simply says "Smoking Kills."
From that point it becomes a personal decision which, ironically, is exactly
what smoking is.
I myself do not smoke - except for .
the occasional 'Lucky Strike after 1
drinking - no real motal rea·son, no ·
mental images of my'dying grandfa-

ther. Rather, I have really white teeth
and prefer to not hurt the resale of my
vehicles with cigarette smoke - plain
and simple, that is all.
So I side with the smoking minority-:
I'd prefer that people quit- but I am not
going to force them. I don't think the
· government should be able to say where
someone can and cannot smoke.
I also wish tax money would stop
being spent on "quit smoking" advertisements. Besides, if someone is daft
enough to believe that inhaling smoke is
safe, then they are on the wrong _side of ·
Darwin's creek to begin with.
Maybe the Ad Council could spend
more time teaching children proper eating habits and have some anti-obesity
ads, but why would they do that? Everyone knows that' heart disease doesn't
kill any~ne.
, Observer Copy D~sk ch~t~~ric
Haugland can be reached ~t' ·
erichaugland@gmaiL<:om ' •·
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Little J)roblems become much bigger with graduation
For' students planning
I'm sure I am not alone in sayon graduating this quarter, I
ing that while my years here at
hope they've tied up all
Central have been great, I am
ready to move on.
loose ends.
I was planning on getThis little detail quickly
ting out of Ellensburg this
became the bane of my exisyear, and when I sat down
tence. I was not about to be stuck
with my advisor at the
here for another quarter because
beginning of fall and winof one little class.
Andrea
ter quarters, it seemed as if
Unfortunately, my efforts to
Harger
I was finally out of here.
enroll in a class satisfying this
Copy editor
However, on a whim I
requirement were unsuccessful.
decided to visit Registrar
Since the add/drop period had
Services early this quarter, just to make come and gone, I decided to fill out a
sure I had everything I needed to get my petition for exception in hopes that one of
my writing-intensive communication
diploma.
I sat down with a Registrar Services classes would count toward general eduassociate and went over my CAPS report. tation credits.
Come to find out, I still needed one more
Two weeks passed and I received notiwriting-intensive class. Let me preface this . fication that my petition had been denied.
by saying that I check my CAPS report Once again, I sat ~down with someone
every quarter, but somehow I missed this from Registrar Services and explained my
situation.
little detail.

n

.

'Tfie Cufinary Corner:

It didn't help at all. I was informed that
I needed to take a writing intensive class
either summer or fall quarter and complete my internship and then I would get
my diploma
I had planned on an internship in
Seattle this summer and could not stay in
Ellensburg. I was also not too keen on the
idea of coming all the way back here for
one class during fall quarter.
Luckily, I found an online class that I
will be taking this summer.
This situation certainly wasn't ideal
for me, and I know there are several students with similar stories. During the
course of my complaining to fellow students, I discovered one constant theme:
lack of communication.
It seems like the university doesn't
thoroughly inform students on all graduation requirements. After speaking to Registrar Services several times, let me clarify
what I think the confusion is: general edu-

cation and major/minor requirements can
change each academic year, and often do.
However, students are required to
complete major/minor req~irements that
are in place at the time they are accepted
into that major or minor. So you could be
in the fall 2007 catalog for only generar
education requirements, but in the fall
2008 catalog for the major program.
This can be particularly confusing for
transfer students without an Associate's
Degree or Direct Transfer Agreement.
Be advised, even students who hold
either or both of these items can run
into roadblocks. Each community college program is different, and students
may still have additional university
requirements to fulfill.
My advice is to check the CAPS report
thoroughly each quarter and sit down
with a major/minor advisor, as well as
someone from Registrar Services .each
quarter.

.

Liglit and tasty yasta, comy{ete witIi seafood
Cook the linguine until al dente

by Rachel Guillermo
Culinary columnist

(slightly chewy), drain and set aside.
Coat the pasta with olive oi I to prevent

One of the easiest things to make
for a meal is pasta, but most people
just stick to the same old standard red
sauce with beef. What's worse, is that
people think it's better to go with
chicken in alfredo sauce.
You know what I say to that?
How gloriously boring!
I wanted to make something
light and fresh for the summer, yet
hearty enough to fill any college
student's belly.
Something I think is even easier
to make than pasta in marinara or
alfredo, is just linguine in a sauce
of butter and garlic.
In this case, I added some
seafood with the shrimp and scallops and a splash of acidity with
white wine.
The citric acid from the wine and,
the seafood, is what keeps this dish
light in flavor. Also, instead of parmesan, using .fresh crumbled and
chopped parsley feta also gives the
pasta a nice little bite.

the noodles from sticking together.
In a large frying pan, heat the oil on
medium high. Saute the onions and garlic until translucent.
Add the shrimp and scallops to the
pan and season slightly with salt and
pepper. Cook the seafood unti I the
shrimp becomes opaqu~ or turns pink .
At this point, add the stock and white
wine to the pan .
Cook the liquid down until it is
reduced to about two-thirds of the original volume, meaning the alcohol hascooked

off.

The

process

will

take

approximately three to four minutes.
Finish the sauce off by adding the
butter in small cubes. Adjust the seasoning with salt and pepper if needed.

•5 garlic cloves, minced

• 1 lb. sea scallops, frozen or fresh

Add the pasta to the liquid and
toss to coat. Garnish with the parsley and crumbled feta and serve

• 1/2 white onion, minced

•1/2 lb. uncooked shrimp, shelled and

immediately.

•114 C. parsley, finely minced

deveined

• 1/2 C. fresh crumbled feta cheese
• 1 stick of u'nsalted butter

•2 1/2 C. chicken stock or chicken broth
•1/2 C. white wine

•1 lb. of linguine

•Salt, pepper and olive oil, to taste

Observer Culinary columnist Rachel
Guillermo can be reached at
guillerr@cwu.edu.
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,Members of the Symphonic Band's french horn section rehearse on Tuesday, May 20, with only a handful of practice opportunities remaining.

Symphonic Band, Concert Choir relentlessly prepare
for free concert in recognition of Memorial Day.
by Dan Fisher
Asst. Scene editor
American citizens have perished in
warfare throughout our history. This
Monday, the nation honors them.
In recognition of Memorial Day,
the Department of Music invites students, faculty and community members alike for a celebration .
At 7 p.m . on Tuesday, May 27 in
the Music Building Concert Hall, a
free concert will be offered, a product
of the collaborative efforts ohhe Symphonic Band and the Concert Choir.
"We felt we could make a positive
impact on our students, as well as ou r
campus," Mark Lane, Associate Director of Bands, said. "We felt it would
be an opportunity to remind our students what Memorial Day is all about,
especially today with the [Iraq War]
confli ct we're involved in ."
To date, the number of con firmed American casualties in the
w ar is in exc es s of 4,000 , a grim
number to accept
Without a direct co nn ec tion to
th e co nfl ict, and bein g absorbed in
o ne's own dail y ro utin e, it ca n be
easy to lose touch w ith the rea li ties
of our situatio n,
"We tend to take things fo r granted," Lane said. "Sometimes we need a
reminder of the price some people
nave paid."
The Reserve Officer Training Corps
')f both the Army and the Air Force
,rain future military officers on Cen-

Brian liyama!Observer

The trombone section of the Symphonic Band provides tenor support to the inherently dominant brass section.
fral 's ca mp us, severa l of wh om have
served in the war.
" The ROTC is going to be
involved," Lane said. "They'll be presenting the colors at the beginning of
the show."
The patriotic theme and national
day of remembrance is reflected in the
music selection, consisting of pieces
from several American composers.

" Much of the musi c is very upliftin g, very proud, very ce lebrato ry, 11
Lane said.
The schedule calls for a total of
eight pieces being performed by nearly 200 student musicians, culminating
in an original composition by Associate Director of Choirs Vijay Singh,
entitled "A Just and La~ting Peace."
Inspired by President Abraham

Lin co ln's second inau gural address,
t he roo ts of this p iece embrace
America n hi sto ry.
"The words add to t he emot ional
weightof the piece," Singh said. "This
particular text from Lincoln's speech
kept coming back to me. It just started
transferring to musical ideas ."
The students were heavily involved
in the organization of tliis upcoming

performance. Through their participation in the planning of the event, they
are able to expand their education
beyond the classroom.
"It's not going to be a preachy
political statement, just a thoughtful performance," ,Singh said . "All
too often in academia, we tend to
get buried in studies, and to lose
touch with how things make us feel. '
We wanted it to be a musical offering that would speak to all different
age levels."
According to Lane, music majors
and minors at Central can expect a
unique
educational
experience.
Rather than simply teach music theory
through research methods, the program is much more student-driven .
This approach has proven to be much
more tangible to the large number of
music education oriented students,
allowing them hands-on experience in
a structured program .
"We're education-based," Lane
said . "Students not only expect personal training, but also to come out
with strong ensemble tra ining."
A free and open event, Tu esd ay's
co ncert promi ses to be a powerful perform ance fo r all in attendance. W ith
co untl ess hours of rehea rsa l and
orga ni zat ion leadi ng up to the show,
the music department is eager for .their
big night.
"This program is a gift to [the audience]," Lane said. "I hope they take it
as a gift. What good is music if you
aren't willing to give it away?"
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Wonder u( Wasliin8ton Wine ·
Wine lovers receive coaching for the connoisseur

N West vintners, vintages reviewed

als and short educational courses for
wine consumers.
''It's not so much
Most consumers enjoyed Maryhill's Pinot Grigio.
On Friday May 16th, Central
about the money, its
"We like it because it's light and
Washington University hosted the
crisp," local residents Frank and Northird annual Wonderful Washington
about the
Wine and Cuisine. With more than
ma Rains said.
Tom Ashley, owner of Cooch
30 wineries from Washington State
e d ucatton
Nahai Estates, seemed to enjoy the
and way too many bottles to choose
. .'.'
event, especially after stating that the
from, the abundance of drink was
DAVE WINTERS
Washington wine industry is the
enough to satisfy the palate of even
friendliest.
Ashley's favorite wine of
the harshest of connoisseurs.
WASHINGTON WINE AND
the event was also from Maryhill, but
The event may be nothing but fun
this time it was their Syrah.
and leisure to some, but to others it's
CUISINE COORDINATOR
"It's not over oaked, not too hot,
a mammoth task.
and it has a good pepper finish," Ash"It's. a big job, there's a lot of
ley said.
pieces to bring together," Dave WinThe second most mentioned wine
ters, first year Washington Wine and the shrimp turn-ing delectable when
tasting Kestrel Vintners Rose brand at the event was Camanche Vintners'
Cuisine coordinator, said.
With all that exposure, you'd wine.
Cabernet Sauvignon. Sold at $28 a
"Rose goes with [seafood] bottle, this wine is a combination of
think that somebody is bound to
make a little money off this, but because its light taste and acidity," grapes, cherries and plums. Liz Sulliaccording to Winters, its not about Gurdrun Parker, business manager of van, who studied wine for six
Kestrel, said.
months, claimed that she enjoyed red
profit.
World Wine Program coordinator . wines over the whites because of the
"It's not so much about the money, its about education," Winters and instructor Amy Mumma made strong oak taste.
everybody set down the glasses and
With a combination of wine,
said.
The main purpose of the event listen up to some interesting and food, education and saxophone jazz
was to get consumers to understand important information about Wash- from Lenny Price, the Wonderful
and appreciate wine. Local caterers, ington wine. Mumma informed Washington Wine and Cuisine was
such as Vinmans Bakery, Yellow everyone on how grapes don't grow something everyone could raise a
Church Cafe, Dakota Cafe, D&M Cof- well in fertile soil, acidity -and tan- glass to.
fee, Dragonfly Bistro, Ellensburg nens are the most important parts of
Wine Works, CWU Catering Services . wine and Chateau St. Michelle is the
For more info on CWU W9rld
Wine Program events or classand more all provided food that goes biggest Riesling producer in the
es, visit www.cwuce.org/winewell with wine, whether it was the world. Mumma instructs college proeducation.
chocolate-covered strawberries going grams in the wine trade as well as
well with Cave B's sweet Riesling or training for wine industry profession-

Last Friday I had the pleasure of experiencing my first
real wine tasting - meaning for once I was sipping, and spitting, knowing I',d be telling others about it. Many state-wide
wineries showcased their reds and whites. A number of
businesses also provided great food for the event. However,
other than being in awe of the most gigantic chocolate-covered strawberries I have ever seen, it was hard to take my
focus off the foil owing wines:

by Shawn Coggins
Copy editor

Kestrel Vintners - Prosser, Wash.
Wine: Rose
Bottle: $16.24
Melanie
The coloring is very light and juice-like. For a red wine it
Lockhart
is quite sweet, more like a dessert wine. However, coupled Scene editor
with chocolate-covered strawberries, Rose was fantastic.
This wine would serve well with fruits, seafood and those summer barbeques.

Whitestone Winery- Wilbur, wash.
Wine: Pieces of Red (v. 3.04)
Bottle: $15
Whitestone only makes red wines, and only out of grapes grown at their own
vineyard. This wine proves that they do it well. It is dark in color, and rich in flavor.
The cherry taste is very distinct, while the intense oak flavor immediately hits the
palate. Pieces of Red isn't for those who like lighter wines, as the kick at the end is
strong. The richness would serve well with steaks and other hearty meats.

Maison <le Pagett Winery - Zillah, wash.
Wine: Singing Toad
Bottle: $17.95
Balanced hints of peppermint, caramel, honey and apple c;:an be tasted - and
smelled - in this delicious white dessert wine. The sweetness may be too much for
some. For others, it would make a great after-dinner addition to the table.

Hoodsport - Hoodsport, Wash.
Wine: Island Belle/Merlot
Bottle: $16.99
This summery wine is very fruity, with hints of blueberry and cherry beneath
the vanilla flavor. It is sweet, but not overwhelmingly so. It is comparable to Hoodsport's series of fruit wines- Blackberry, Apple, Pear, Raspberry and Rhubarb-that
·also make great summer wines. It would go well ~th fruits and pastas.
EDITOR'S CHOICE

Maryhill Winery-Goldendale, Wash.
Wine: Syrah
Bottle: $20
. Avariety of fruits can be tasted, including a hint of plum in the beginning, and a
distinct cherry in end. The flavor is excellent, the amount of oak is perfect, and the
aftertaste includes an enjoyable warming of the throat. It would serve well with
just about anything.

We wabt l:JOll to learri to be legal...
The RIAA and MPAA are still actively watching for
illegal do~nload activity and _fining those individuals
found guilty of illegal peer to 'peer fUe sharing.
Western Washington University - 15 students threatened with lawsuits for illegally downloading
music, as .part of 395 students at 19 universities across the country .in June, 2007.
Stanford University - In January, 2008, 15 students were fined up to $3,000 ~......-----.
each for illegal file sharing.
University of Oregon - notified of 17 students violating RIAA file sharing
regulations in September, 2007.
Ohio University - 50 ·students contacted

by RIAA and

asked to pay $3,000 each to avoid lawsuits
accusing them of pirating songs off
fueI~m~

-

,
~

We encourage you to stay legal0
be smart and save yourself the
trouble that can result from
illegal downloading.
\

A message from your ITS Department
For more information, visit www.cwu.edu/""its/property.html
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I had little interest in paying the
movie-ticket price
to see "Forgetting
Sarah Marshall."
However, after critics awarded the
film with aboveaverage ratings and
numerous
fans
Kayla
raved (comparing
Schroader
the
film
to Staff reporter
"Knocked Up" and
"Superbad"),
I
decided to give screenwriter Jason Segel,
the benefit of the doubt - regrettably.
For those who missed the overplayed
trailers and movie advertisements, the filrn
follows Peter Bretter (Segel) on a Hawaiian
vacation after he is dumped by long-time
girlfriend Sarah Marshall (Kristen Bell).
During the opening breakup scene, the
audience is given an extensive view of
Segel's naked body, to eternally fuse into
their brains. This true-life inspired event is
painfully long and therefore stretches from
funny to awkward, even for the audience.
Hawaii proves to be no paradise for
Peter when he runs into Sarah and her
new boyfriend Aldous Snow (Russel
Brand). The new couple coincidentally
rent a room at the same resort. The farfetched story continues as Peter is given a
luxury suite, free of charge, when hotel ·
employee Rachel Jansen (Mila Kunis) takes
pity on the love-sick traveler. Of course, it
is only a matter of time before Peter finds
himself in the typical love triqngle.
From this point the movie is a drawn
out portrayal of letting go of love in the

effort to find it again. Peter differs from
the typical "tough guy." Instead, he takes
viewers to the other extreme as he pathetically sulks and desperately tries to move
on. Do not get me wrong, I have nothing
against a sensitive guy - more power to
you. Still, the over-dramatized heartache
was a little more than Icould handle. Forgetting tove is not an easy process, but
this film seemed to blow it up and then
squash it, when in reality, life is not so
black and white.
I had high hopes that Segel would
refrain from falling into the overplayed
"chick flick" genre. While there were
points when I clung to the hope of an
unpredictable ending, it turned out to be
exactly what I had expected.
I managed to endure the entire hour
and 36 minute plot, thanks to my trooper
of a date. I will admit that we did enjoy a
few good laughs, entirely due to Brand's
outlandish character and his thick British
accent. Nonetheless, my amusement was
miniscule in comparison to the amount
of times I had to roll my eyes. I am rightfully mature enough to see R-rated films
and prepared myself for the "explicit content" warning. However, "Forgetting
Sarah Marshall" took the sexual references too far. The frequent bedroom
scenes lacked comedic effect and instead
left me feeling uneasy and sorry for the
actors forced to partake.
Overall, I felt the all-star cast and the
tropical scenery were the only commendable features of the film. Aside from that,
"Forgetting Sarah Marshall" will be far easier for me to forget than the uncomfortable
image of Segel's naked body.

O Hom Studio
Recital, 7 p.m.
in the Music
Building Recital Hall,
free.

22

o

College Democrats
meet at 6 p.m. in
SURC room 201.

23

0 IAJECombo

Night, 7 p.m. in
the Recital Hall,
$5 general, $3 students, children and
seniors.

o

David Lygre retirement reception
begins at 4 p.m. in
the Science Building
foyer.

o

Spring into Summer Talent Show,
6 p.m. at the Hal
Holmes Center.

24 o

James Orr,
saxophone.
recital, 2 p.m. in
the Recital Hall, free.

photo retrieved from www.bobrossmovies.com

O Kittitas County

Earmer's Market,
9 a.m. to I p.m. on
4th ave. between
Pearl and Pine.

"Earthlings:" skinned alive, still breathing
The central
message
of
Shaun Monson's
documentary
film "Earthlings"
was extraordinarily clear: that
man's dependence on animals
Darcy
for
economic
Wytko
profit results in
horrifying cruel- Staff reporter
ty and environmental devastation.
Ain't It Cool News went so far as
to call the 90-minute documentary,
"The Passion of the Christ. of Animal
Rights Films." It opened with a narrative statement of the three stages
of human reaction to truth; ridicule,
violent opposition and acceptance.
Parallels were then drawn between
racism, sexism and "speciesism,"
which the film describes as man's
belief that hrs worth is superior to
the value of all other living beings.
Allusions were made equating

ri

.

the Holocaust and the African slave
trade to the confinement and
slaughter of animals today. Finally,
the film provided an in-depth examination of the five primary ways
mankind exploits animals for profit:
as pets, as food, as clothing, as
entertainment and . as medical
experiments.
Visually, the documentary is a
collection of graphic footage of ani-

Lend your support to CWU classmates ...

mals being confined, euthanized,
electrocuted, boiled, skinned and
brutally terrorized - underscored
with images of animals living freely
in nature. Specifically, the scenes of
an arctic fox being anally electrocuted for the sake of fur and a primate
being repeatedly shocked until a
head injury was simulated were particularly striking. However, the most
horrific footage was of an un identifiable animal that had been skinned
but was still alive; moving, blinking
and looking directly into the camera.

In conclusion-,
"Earthlings"
reminded me of the corrupt corporate practices that result in the
unethical treatment of animals of
that I am already aware. Though the
film was extremely graphic, ·the
footage was actual and not of isolated incidents. The script was intelligent, factually informative and
rationally conceived. During the
course of the film it was evident that
we are digging more graves with our
forks, and our commercial appetites,
than any other tool.
Howard Lyman, the "Mad Cowboy" who was Oprah's co-defendant
in her six-year battle with the Texas
cattle industry, gave a brief introduction to the film.
"Every time you reach into y<;wr
pocket for a dollar, you are directing
your vote for what the future should
be," Lyman said.
Though some may cal I it extremist propaganda,"Earthlings" effectively gave me a deeper sense of
conviction in my vegetarianism and
called me to question whether the
destinations of my consumer dollars
are propagating practices to which I
am morally opposed . .

o John Pickett,
. Chamber
Recital, 2 p.m.
in the Recital Hall,
free.

25

O Michael Connolly,
voice recital, 6 p.m.
in the Recital Hall,
free.

O Stuart

2 6 McAlister,

horn recital,
6 p.m. in the
Recital Hall, free.

Symphonic
Band and University Chorale,
Memorial Day recognition concert, 7 p.m.
in the Concert Hall,

27

By giving to the 2008 Senior Gift Scholarship Fund
New annual seni~r class giving campaign
el
P~il!t~tud41ts i~r;it~e~ fo·~il!Fi sc .
rsbip
Goa[ i~;;to raise $1000

Pebble
4

free.

Bea.<!_/]

tlnifUe "'rann/~ Experience.

~

o

2 8 with Curtis Pea-

mcv1t.h unlimited .f"or .,#30
.f"u/I .body Sf'l"o/ tan .f'or # 20
#10 of'./' lot:on.S w/th ,Prcx:::r/' of' a.d
I

Early Jazz Nite

cock·, Bret Smith
and Friends, 5 p.m. in
the Recital Hall, free .

.. . ...... .... ... ...

.... .... ...•. .... .•. ...... ... .... .. . . . .... . .

For more information
please contact Chris Frankenfield,
Assistant Director of Annual Giving at

o

·Monthly Cw!I .:Sf?e<!.;al,s
•Lar;:r Vt.(1-iety ol' lot/on$
•p Oi.LJe.J' bed.5
·J3 -nu~rsdcy.s ./'or Cwt./ Studeds

O String Studio

Recital, 7 p.m. in the
Recital Hall, free.

frankenc@cwu.edu or 963-2179
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BBQ thanks
central
students
Music, food, sports
and festivities offer
student body a
token of respect,
appreciation
by James Anderson
Staff reporter

The annual CWU Student
Appreciation Day will offer a free
barbecue meal and a large array
of activities that anyone can
either take part in or enjoy
watching today at the Nicholson
Pavilion Fields.
General support of CWU and
appreciating students for their
hard work and are not new ideas.
Student Appreciation Day was
originated by Dining Services
over a decade ago and has
become one of the largest events
on campus costing approximately
$15,000 to fund.
"We used to do a free barbecue meal during spring quarter in
appreciation for those with meal
plans," Dan Layman, director of
CWU Dining Services, said. "After
a while we combined the events
that Campus Activities would
sponsor around the same time and
this is what the Student Appreciation Day is."
The barbecue, provided by
CWU Dining Services, will-be free
to CWU students with Connection
Cards and $4.50 to people without, and will run from 4:30 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m.
Student Appreciation Day is
being sponsored by the CWU
Campus Activities Office, Dining
Services, Intramural Sports and
the ASCWU-BOD. Before the
giant barbecue, CWU Intramural
Sports will kick off the festivities
hosting a tra.ditional homerun derby at 2 p.m. in which the grand
prize winner will take home an
iPod. Intramural Sports will provide picnic games such as badminton and an informal volleyball
tournament during the barbecue
as well.
"We try to hit as many students
as poss!ble with fun things to do,"
Eric Scott, coordinator for Intramural Sports, said. "We try to provide something for everyone."
One of the most popular
events is the Intramural Sports
sponsored CWU celebrity softbal I
game, which pits the CWU
ASCWU-BOD against the CWU
faculty, beginning at 6:15 p.m.
During the same time, the
ASCWU,BOD will host a bonfire
with s'mores' at 6:30 p.m.
Student Appreciation Day will
consist of other events as well,
including live music. The reggaefusion band, Kapakahi, will be
performing during the barbecue
and last, but _not least, a fireworks show wi II be shooting off
at 9 p.m.
"We provide these events to
show that we appreciate [the students] for what they have done in
supporting Campus Activities,"
Scott Drummond, agsociate director of Campus Life, said. "With
the Student Appreci:atipn Day we
want to end the year on a real
high note."
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Staff reporter

Only in her second year as part of the Central
Washington Orchesis Dance Company, Hannah
Crowley has proved her grace and skill.
_ In April, Crowley was able to perform an original piece for a Dance Gala in Fort Worth, Texas.
· The Gala is put on.the by the American Association for Health; Physical Education, Recreation
and Dance.
It was dance program director The'rnse Young
who encouraged Crowley to enter her.piece.
"I feel she has a lot of natural athletic talent and
ability," Yot:Jng said.
As part of the gala, Crowley was not only adjudicated by a group of her peers, but also by a panel
of judges who reviewed her work. Both_ gave very
positive feedback.
Her routine was one of only 14 pieces that was
chosen to perform from submissions from across
the country. She is also the only Central student
who has ever been able to perform at the gala.
One other person has been chosen from Central,
but had to decline.
Growing up in the Tri Cities, Crowley began
dancing at the age of eight. However, she fook a
hiatus at age thirteen, remaining dance-free until
she started college.
. :~~
. ·
Enrolling at the }Jniyet.sity of Washington,
Crowley joined the dance program immediately.
The program is more focused on the classical
styles such as ballet, and that did not suit Crowley's style.
She found Central's dance company online,
auditioned with Young, and transferred here
last year.
Crowley's focus is on modern dance, learning about the body and movements it can create. Her goal with this piece was to explore
how the body moves and the impulses that
guide those movements.
To help her find the rhythmic impulses of
movement, Crowley's brother William, composed a piece the arrangement for her piece.
Young calls it an "alternative sounding
song" that William created to help Crowley
express herself.
"It's a collage of sound," Crowley said.
The piece creates the same rippling effect
that Crowley is trying to express through her
movements.
As Crowley looks upon graduation with a
fine arts degree, she plans to follow her heart
with dancing.
"She wants to try to go professional," Young
said.

When · the
Ailey II dance troupe performed at Central last year, they
encouraged her to come to New York. She
plans to go audition and try her hand as
a professional dancer.
"(ll want to continue dancing in
some form," Crowley said.
An average dancer's career usually lasts about ten to fifteen years,
and that's without serious injury.
Crowley hopes to pursue dancing while she is still able to.
After that, she will pursue her
other goal~.
For now, dancing is
what Crowley is passionate about, and that is
what she wants to do.
"(Ws about) being
exactly what you want to
be in the moment,"
Crowley said.
Crowley will be performing her originally
choreographed piece at
7:30 p.m. on May 29th
through the 30th in
McConnell Auditorium
as part on the Orchesis
Dance Company's
spring performance.
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Campus disabilitv
access hiUhliUhted
Centra/'sf acuity, student body offer
supporting environment to students
by Tetsushi Takigushi
Special to The Observer

Twisted, bent and confused
by Charlie Daehne
Staff reporter

''The fans love it.

The lights of the stage dim and the
audience grows silent, waiting for the
next beat of music to tickle them into
a rhythmic dance. The drum sets the
pace for the crowd, and then the lead
and bass guitars simultaneously enter
into a captivating mixture, quickly followed by the subtle buzz of a saxophone. The sultry sounds of jazz, hiphop and reggae seamlessly blend in
the air. Within minutes, the crowd is
grooving to the intoxicating melody.
This is the common sight of performances by the band Kapakahi : uniquely
blending musical genres into a style
all their own.
It has been three years since the
group originally formed . Kapakahi
front-man, guitarist and vocalist Mike
Dayao regularly performed at open
mic nights at local venues in the Bay
Area of San Francisco. Drummer
Steve Salta caught one of Dayao's performances and knew he wanted to
work with the aspiring musician.
Soon after, bassist Chris Jones and sax
player Josh Hoover joined the duo,
putting the finishrng touches on what
would become Kapakahi.
Each addition to the band brought
sounds of various backgrounds, from
Latin beats to twists of reggae and ska.
The recent addition of emcee Lansky
has allowed for new realms of creativ-

Dance, party and
have a great time.''
MIKE DAYAO
GUITAR, VOCALS

ity in the group's music.
"We're not straight hip-hop and
we're not straight reggae," Dayao
said. "You see the different sides of
ourselves."
It wasn't until after performing 10
shows that the band settled on their
name, originally suggested by Dayao.
"Kapakahi" is a Hawaiian term
meaning twisted, bent and confused
which, oddly enough, fits the band's
unique brand of music. Everyone
agreed it was the only way to accurately describe the group.
"We're five guys with completely
different musical tastes and backgrounds who have brought all of them
together to form one cohesive unit,"
Jones said.
In 2006, the band entered the
Emergenza Music Festival Battle of the
Bands competition. They placed
fourth out of 300 bands that competed
on the West Coast.
Critics often compare the band's

Pregnant?
You have options.

l-800-395-HELP

sound to Sublime. According to Jeffrey Kurtis of allageszine.com, by the
time people finish listening to their
2007 debut album, "Twisted, Bent &
Confused," they wi 11 have the same
feeling as when they first heard Sublime. While Sublime has been a great
influence on Kapakahi, the band
views themselves as a separate kind of
music that goes beyond just reggae
and punk.
Most of the original songs were
written by Dayao, but not arranged. As
the band looks for new material,
Dayao begins playing his ideas and
allows the rest of the members to add
to it with their individual styles. Sometimes the result is just a constant jam
of musical melodies. Dayao writes his
lyrics while being conscious of what is
going on around the world and himself. The words are often personal,
relating to war, poverty and love.
Dayao, Jones and Salta do some individual work outside of the band, but
Kapakahi remains their top priority.
The majority of Kapakahi's shows
have been side events at colleges.
After the show, students visit with the
band and purchase some of their promotional material. Salta finds the college venue one of the most exciting to
perform at, as the crowds of students
gather to dance and swing to the
music - becoming part of the show.
"So far, the college gigs that we are
doing seem to be the most exciting,"
Salta said. "The fans love it. Dance,
party and have a great time, which
makes it great for us."
Kapakahi has concentrated on
playing shows within the U.S., and
developing a growing fan-base before
signing on to any major record label.
At 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, May 22,
Kapakahi will appear at CWU near the
Nicholson Pavilion as part of the Student Appreciation Day festivities.

Free. Caring. Confidential
In Elle!lsburgc:all 925-2273
or visit us at 111 East 4th

Additional information for
this article was provided by
Jason King, writer for the
Campus Life Publicity Center.

Central Washington University offers persons with disabilities pleasant surroundings and
profess ion a I support. Cl assrooms provide a proper standard of comfort, accessibility
and an atmosphere conducive
to learning.
"I am satisfied with surroundings that Central Washington
University offers to us, but there
are some things that the school
shouid improve," said Israel
Espinoza, junior public relations
major who is legally blind.
According to Espinoza, some
facilities at Central do not provide handrai Is for disabled students. Ordinary people may feel
this is not a big deal, but it is for
people struggling to overcome
disabilities.
"I have a friend who once fell
down and broke her foot,"
Espinoza said.
Even a small lack of perception can cause accidents to happen to people with disabilities.
As a result, students, faculty and
administrators should be more
aware of the challenges faced by
persons with disabilities.
"People need to approach in
an appropriate way each person
with disabilities," said Pamela
Wilson, director of Disability
Support Services. "For example,
persons with wheelchairs feel a
little uncomfortable when they
talk to some people, because
people tend to stand and look
down and not talk to them
directly."
Wilson added that people
need to be careful when they
make an offer to help people
with disabilities.
According to Wilson, people
who want to help those with
disabilities need to listen to the
person first.
"You shouldn't touch them or
their wheelchairs until they
accept your offer," Wilson said.
Wi Ison noted that a wheelchair is a part of their body, like
legs, so people should not touch
it without permission.
, "If they once turn down your
offer, don't help them," Wilson
said .
Wilson also said that people
need to keep in mind that people
with disabilities are just like anybody else, so that too much help
makes them uncomfortable.
As people with disabilities
attend class, they often encounter
challenges and struggles.
"We always face challenges,"
said Emily Grove, senior psycho!-

ogy major who has a motionless
right hand because of pins inside the
bone. "I can't write or type, so I use
a special computer program where I
can speak directly to a screen ."
Grove added that she has a learning disability too, and uses a special
CD format that helps her understand
more about lectures.
According to Grove, the special
CD format, WYNN Wizard, which
comes with a textbook, provides
advantages for people who have a
learning disability in order to support their understanding of lecture.
"Professors at Central are always
helpful to me,"- Grove said. "I take
longer to finish tests than other students do, and professors always give
me extra time."
According to Grove, people with
learning disabilities need approximately two extra hours to finish a
test, while other students might take
only 30 minutes.
Now, Grove is studying about
learning disabilities in her major,
and wants to go into safety work for
the construction company, Bechtel,
after she graduates.
"I may encounter more challenges and struggles than others do,
but I have to keep up," Grove said.
Behind the challenges and strug- gles of people with disabilities, there
are many faculty members at Central
who are wi II ing to support and
improve surroundings for people
with disabilities.
"We are all somehow connected," said Robert Harden, director of
Disability Support Services and ADA
Compliance Officer.
According to Harden, students
and faculty all need to know that
everybody will have to deal with disabilities at some point in life.
"I know some people who do the
job because they feel sympathy for
persons with disabilities," Harden
said. "They tend to do too much for
. people with disabilities."
Harden said that students and
faculty need to recognize how much
the word "disabilities" affects feelings of persons with disabilities.
"None of these people should
ever be defined by their disabilities,"
Harden said. "The most important
thing is a responsibility to change
consciousness. People with disabilities shouldn't be ashamed of what
they have, and others shouldn't feel
any sympathy or pity for them. There
shouldn't be a word disabilities,'
because all of us should be equal."
Harden believes that change in
economic status, especially educational level of people with disabilities, is important.
"Our job is to help them become
independent as much as possible,
and develop all of the potential in
them," Harden said .
In order to achieve his goal,
Harden focuses on offering up-todate facilities, services and educational programs for people with disabilities.
"We have accomplished those
facilities and edu·cati"onal program
parts, but there is 1a next step that no
one has ever accomplished yet, "
Harden said . ' H iS how we get them
into the society a'fter they finish
school. We don;t have good transi, ti on out of the'sc'nool yet."
1
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Climbing and rafting
opportunities open to students

Chicago Bulls hit the
jackpot in NBA Lottery.

National spotlight stans to dim
Media attention over tale of sportsmanship starting to wind down after three frenzied weeks
b y Curtis Crabtree
Sports editor

It's been more than three weeks
since Ma llory Ho ltman and Liz Wa llace
carried Sara Tucholsky, an oppo nent,
around the bases to preserve the on ly
home run of her career.
It's been more than th ree weeks
since Tucf"wlsky's right knee gave out
rounding first base, causing her to collapse to the dirt in agonizing pain.
It's been more than three weeks
since national media caug ht wind of a
story that only made the seventh paragraph of an 11-paragraph press release
by Jonathan Gordon, director of athletic
media relations, on the doub leheader
against Western Oregon on April 26.
"I read it in [the press release] and
was like 'oh yeah, he put that in there,
that's cool,' but I didn't think anything
else of it," Wallace said.
Since then, Holtman, Tucholsky and
Wallace have been interviewed by multiple media outlets throughout the
country and their tale of sportsmanship
has been hai led as proof that winning
isn't everything in sports.
ESPN, the New York Ti mes and
cou ntless other publications across the
country have made mention of the story
in some form or another.
The three of them appeared on the
Ellen DeGeneres Show, on ESPN 's first
Take, were the subject of a feature package for ESPN's Sportscenter and were
invited to throw the first pitch at last Friday's Seattle Mariners game against the
San Diego Padres.
"It was a whirlwind for a while, but
it's not one of those things that is a bad
whirlwind," Holtman said. "You really
can't say no to Ellen, you can't say no to
the Mariners, you can't say no to any of
the stuff that we've done."
In an era where disgruntled parents
assault little league coaches and officials, where the New England Patriots
were using video equipment to_steal
opposing team's signals and where performance-enhancing drugs still cast a
cloud over Major League Baseball,
three Division II softball players have
captivated the hearts of the United
States and beyond.
"I think [head coach] Gary [Fred~r
ick] said that he got e-mails from all 50
states," Wallace said.
Holtman said that she received emails from as far away as Europe.
All of this attention thanks to a
short trip around the bases in an ordinary softball game in an ordinary college town.
"The ones that are like, 'I told this to
my kids tonight' or 'I'm a coach of a
team and we sat down and read this at
our practice tonight,' those are the ones
I really love," Tucholsky said. "An elementary 5chool in New York sent me a
little booklet that they all made, the
kids, and they all drew a picture and

photos by Jessica Liddle/Observer

Mallory Holtman and Western Oregon's Sara Tucholsky throw out the first pitch at the Seat tle Mariners game against the San Diego Padres on
Friday. Their story of sportsmanship continues to garner national attention nearly a month after the now famous home run trot made by
Holtman, Tucholsky and Liz Wallace. Tucholsky said attention is beginning to decline but that she "still has at least one thing to do everyday."

''You really can't say no to Ellen, you can't
.

say no to the Mariners, you can't say no to
any of the s~uff that we've done.''
MALLORY HOLTMAN

wrote get well soon Sara.and that was
really awesome."
The first article to appear was a
piece written by Graham Hays for
ESPN .com the Monday following the
unorthodox home run trip.
The call from Hays was completely
unexpected by Tucholsky.
"It was definitely a surprise after I
actually thought about it," Tucholsky
said. "'Wow, a writer from . ESPN is
calling me right now,' but at the time,
it really didn't hit me until after I
thought about it."
Hays' article was followed by a story
by George Vescey in the New York
Times exalting Holtman and Wallace
for their unselfish display of sportsmanship to their fallen competitor.
"I was just shocked that people outside of the Northwest had heard about
it," Holtman said. "I thought it might get
to the Yakima-Herald but I didn't expect
it to get that far."
The following Thursday, the trio had

to get up before the crack of dawn to
appear on the CBS Early Show and
ESPN's FirstTake.
"I was up at like 2:30 a.m.," Tucholsky said. "It was pretty early and we
actually had a doubleheader after that
and I had interviews all throughout the
game while we were at the field. So I
was very tired that day."
In Ellensburg, Holtman and Wallace had to get up early, and also be
available for interviews and filming by
ESPN's Tom Rinaldi for the Sportscenter package that aired the following
Sunday.
"Tom Rinaldi was awesome," Holtman said. "You only saw seven minutes
[of footage]. I had probably 10 minutes
with him, Liz had probably 10 minutes
with him . I was bawling like a baby
after six minutes. It wasn't even about
what we did that day, so that was probably my saving grace about it not_getting
in the piece."
·
SEE SOFTBALL PAGE 20

Liz Wallace looks to get an autograph from Seattle Mariners pitcher
Jarrod Washburn after throwing out the first pitch at Friday night's game.
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GONE TO CAROLINA: A TRIP OF A LIFETIME
Business trip to North Carolina turns into an experience that CWU student will never forget
This week I had
great Eric Montross was going to be our
the privilege to go
guest speaker. Montross, for those of you
to the University of
that remember, was the powerful 7- footer
· North Carolina on
who played on the 1993 championship
a business trip.
team that beat Michigan's fab five; which
While there, I
included Jalen Rose, Juwan Howard, and
got to see the home
Chris Webber.
of probably the
Montross spoke about leadership and
greatest team in
teamwork and how in the future, chalJoseph
college basketball
lenges will come and what former coach
Siemandel
history: the UniverDean Smith taught him about life.
Asst. Sports
sity of North CarThat speech was just the start to what
Editor
olina Tar Heels.
became a dream trip to basketball heaven.
Now before you stop reading because
Sunday night I toured the North Caroliyou are disturbed with the fact that I said na Basketball Hall of Fame and I will have
that North Carolina is the greatest program, to admit that it was the second greatest
I urge you to read on, because i"am not a sports team hall of fame I had ever seen,
fan of North Carolina; I am actually a Wis- right behind the Green Bay Packers.
consin Badger fan, but that is beside the
Upon entry, people can see the 2007
point.
Atlantic Co<;lst Conference trophy and the •
Once I got on the campus of UNC in nets that current coach Roy Williams cut
Chapel Hill, I was in shock to see how down.
much the city loves its team, every house
The next room may have been the ultihad a UNC flag flying and the people there mate highlight of the tour. It contafned all
all wore their baby blue with pride.
five national championship trophies, along
After my check-in at the hotel was with the plaques and huge video screens
complete, I went to a sports bar off of cam- . playing footage of games from those seapus called Ham's, and was blown away sons.
with the love for the Heels. The 1993 and
If you have never seen a national
2005 NCAA championship 'replica ban- championship trophy, it is solid crystal and
ners graced the walls. Photos and paintings in the shape of a basketball. This one room
photos courtesy orJason Denk
covered the walls and the bar. Auto- had five protected in bulletproof glass cas_
graphed signs and pictures throughout the ings.
place.
The next room took visitors through Above: A display case at.the North Carolina basketball museum shows off the 2007 ACC championship trophies
This was Tar Heel country as far as I nine decades of North Carolina basketball. Left: The basketball from the 1993 NCAA championship game that was used against the Michigan Wolverines.
could tell, and just think, Duke University Every display area was protected by bullet- Below: The five NCAA championship banners that were won by the Tar Heels. The 1957 went undefeated in
was only eight miles down the road and proof glass and the room was guarded by winning the championship. The 1982 championship was won by Jordan's last second shot against Georgetown.
NC State was 20 miles away.
security. This was the room that held all the
Thursday morning, as our group sat awards and artifacts from the last 90 years.
entire career with the Chicago Bulls. The
As I looked around, I noticed a large it blue" signs hang from the hall ceilings.
there in the auditorium waiting to start a
As you're moved to the player's hall of case also had his Team USA jersey and first UNC logo, the top half of which had been
However, it was when I made my way
long day of training, I learned that UNC fame area, people automatically notice the Bulls jersey. Jordan's letter of intent for signed. It was signatures from many player down the stairs to the first floor that I really
flooring because it was the original hard UNC and letters from coach Smith were in the history of UNC basketball. Greats began to feel the power of the Smith Cenwood from Carmichael Auditorium, housed in the case as well.
like Sam Perkins, J.R. Reid, George Karl ter. Five NCAA National Championship
replaced by the Dean Smith Center in
The best surprise in the Jordan case, and New York Yankee great Joe DiMaggio banners hang from one corner of the ceil1985.
was a letter from Mike Krzyzewski, the all signed the logo.
ing, ACC Championships split the middle
Display cases held jerseys, shoes and famous coach from Duke University. The
As we moved into the area dedicated part of the roof and player of the year
pictures of players past. Players such as ' letter, addressed to Jordan, appeared to be to present players, I came across two huge awards line the other side, along with
Antwan Jamison, Phil Ford, Brendan Hay- one of pride as well as disappointment. It black doors. The doors led to the indoor many more banners from numerous
wood, Vince Carter and of course, his air- mentioned how he wished Jordan the best movie theater, which played a video about NCAA tournament appearances and five
ness, Michael Jordan.
of luck and that he would have a promising UNC basketball. The video was amazing: It NIT appearances in the school's~ history.
Jordan practically could have his own future, but was disappointed to hear that he captured the glory and fame of UNC ball.
I went right to courtside front row and
wing in the Hall of Fame. In his display did not choose to go to Duke.
It showed how the players were having fun sat down in the most comfortable chair
case was the UNC jersey he wore as wel I
I think that was a good call on Jordan's
on the bench and on the court. It showed ever - every chair is cushioned but never
as the UNC shorts he wore, not just during part, as he went on to win the 1982 cham- the dedication of a team and the hard used because fans stand all game long.
every college home game, but during his
pionship as at freshman at UNC.
charging coach that leads them to victory.
As the dinner proceeded, I made my
What it showed the most, though, was way to center court and touched th~ Carfans and the atmosphere they create. The olina emblem in the middle of the floor:
sea of Carolina blue that dances, sings and the same logo that came out off the floor
jumps up and down, was the star of the from Carmichael Auditorium, the same
video. Coach Roy Williams claimed that logo that Michael Jordan, Joseph Forte, Jerthey are the battery that charges the car ry Stackhouse, Sean May and Tyler Hansknown as Carolina basketball. ·
brough have touched.
After the hall, I made my way to the
As dinner ended and the good-bye's
Dean Smith Center for my closing dinner were exchanged, I looked back once more
which was served on the court. As I came to imagine what it has to look like on those
in the doors I could just get a feeling that Carolina-Duke game nights. Crazy fans
the building was special. Pictures of every that cheer and jump all game long; I imagteam since 1959 lined the hallways. "Turn ined what it had to have been like - when
Jordan took that shot in 1982 to win the
tournament.
.
It was a memory that will last with me
forever. North Carolina is truly basketball
heaven.

Observer Asst. Sports editor Joseph
Siemandel can be reached at
siemandelj@cwu.edu

Gain expetlence tM;t Will:belp hi au aTeas ofiife. ruture employers
will lave to hear ~c;>u~ ·your leadership toles.posjtiot).:as a
role mod;el fQr '.cl\ildren and YQW' ~ilifytq wo:rk as a.team!
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• 300 acres'.and a huge sandy beach
M Mica Bay, Coeur d Alene, ID.
• Room & ooard Included.
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schedule!
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Camp

D-a rt-L:o

•

Camffe%
~g::1§.·12th
· ·

• 51 acres on the Little Spokane
River in Spokane, WA.
• Beautiful outdoor pool facilities.
" Monday thru Friday

Open to Men &Women • Min Age i8 • Trainfng Provided • Other Great Perks

C .. D.

·-·--·--·--·--·--·-·
509-962-4630
PRIZM STORAGE

l 011 W. Cascade Court
EHensburg
going towards 1-90
turn right after
Rainbow Motel
On-Site manager
Access 7 days a week

·-·--·--·--·--·--·-·
Make your
reservations EARLY!
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Fischer
OPH prou1des students with recreatmnal chmces
heading to
Nationals
as track
by Cortn~y Iseman
Special to the Observer

Sophomore is
only Wildcat to
advance
by Brooke Saul
Staff reporter

Sophomore discus thrower Tyler
Fischer is currently in Walnut, Calif.,
taking part in the NCAA Division II
Outdoor Track and Field Championships.
Fischer, who
took part in the
hammer throw
last year, is the
only
Wildcat
headed
to
Nationals
to
throw.
Last year, Fischer
finished
Tyler Fiscper 15th in the hamSophomore
mer throw, · but
finished
27th
Hammer
this year. Fischer
Thrower
started competing in the hammer throw last year.
"I was a little disappointed, but
one of my goals was to go to nationals
to throw the discus," Fischer said.
Fischer also mentioned he was
upset that he is going to nationals as
the only representative from Central.
"It's tough; it's a little [bit] of bad
luck," head coach Kevin Adkisson
said.
Fischer added that he is happy that
he will have his event coach, Angie
Wing, and Adkisson at Nationals.
Until recently, Fischer did not
have a throwing coach.
"It was hard to work on the fundamentals without a coach," Fischer
said.
Fischer will compete on Saturday
and hopes to have good practices the
day before.
From the technical standpoint,
Adkisson said that Fischer needs to
work on keeping his balance.
Wing thinks differently. She said
that Fischer does not have any weak- .
nesses. The only thing that he could
work on is the end of the throw.
"He's probably one of the hardest
workers - he's very consistent," Wing
said. "He's well-practiced."
Fischer said he would like to worry about what other people are throwing, ~t in the .right mind - set and be
confident in himself.
"I just hope that I can keep doing
it the next couple of years," Fischer
said, "I feel really privileged to be
going. I don't take it for granted. I
hope that I make it back the next two
years and keep improving."
Fischer, who is 20-years-old and
from Cashmere, Wash. He is majoring
in safety and health management and
getting a minor in construction safety.
He can be found with his friends playing basketball, and football and riding
on his motorcycle.
"If there is one person that
deserves to go, it's Tyler," Wing said.

There are two major outdoor sports
gaining popularity at Central Washington University. Climbing and rafting are
fun and exciting activities many students
participate in. Not only are climbing
and rafting popular, but Central is well
equipped to facilitate both.
If a student wants to climb, all they
have to do is walk into the SURC
climbing gym and attempt their first
ascent up the wall. Nathan Joyner,
sophomore English major said that
when he went into the climbing gym
for the first time, he was automatically
hooked on the sport.
"I was impressed by the new
challenge; climbing was unlike any
other sport I had ever tried," said
Joyner. "It was- totally different, but
completely accessible."
Climbing is an individual sport
enjoyed by many students on .campus,
and for those who call Central home,
there is no reason not to get in the
gym or go outside and experience the
thrill of the sport.
"Climbing is a great sport, and is a
great challenge," said Conor Byrne,

sophomore flight studies major and
climbing wall instructor. "You can see
your progress, and it builds confidence
and it is very rewarding."
Byrne and other instructors in the
SURC are available to help new
climbers learn the art and skill of
rock climbing.
"The staff was friendly," said Joyner. "Once I was in there they were
happy to teach me."
On the other hand, if a student isn't a
fan of heights, river rafting or floating is
another option.
Spring weather often brings students
out of their residence hall or apartments,
and rafting is a popular choice for students who enjoy a leisurely float on the
Yakima River.
. "[Rafting] is the biggest thing we do
all year in the OPR," Ryan Hopkins,
coordinator of Outdoor Pursuits and
Rentals said. "One very exciting thing
we are starting this spring is the new
white-water rafting trips to Wenatchee."
This trip will take place on May 31
and costs $90, which includes transportation, gear and food .
"[Rafting the Wenatchee River] is a
guaranteed good time for everyone,"
Hopkins added.

Brianan Stanley/Observer

Jesse Tyler, freshman aviation major, climbs the rock wall in the Student
Union Recreation Center last week ..

Than_k -Y-ou!
The Central Washington University's Symposium On University Research and Creative Expression (SOURCE)
Executive Committee would like to thank all of the students, staff, and faculty who contributed oral presentations and
posters to this years event. Your contributions made SOURCE bigger and better than ever! This event showcased
an amazing array of scholarly and creative endeavors from over 275 student, faculty and staff presenters across
disciplines. We also thank all of the volunteers and financial contributors who made SOURCE 2008 possible. Thank
you for your support. We envision SOURCE will continue to make great strides in 2009!
·
SPONSORS
Office of the President

College of Business

Office of the Provost

College of Education and Professional Studies

Office of Graduate Studies and Research

College of the Sciences

Office of Continuing Education

Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

Central Washington University Foundation

Len Thayer Small Grants Programs

College of Art~and Humanities

The Wildcat Shop
SESSION CHAIRS

Laila Abdalla
Matthew Altman
Dan Beck
Bill Bender
Michael Braunstein
Leo D'Acquisto
Anthony Diaz
Jerry Dougherty
Roxanne Easley
Tim Englund

Levente Fabry-Asztalos
William Folkestad
Cary Gazis
Julie Guggino
Amy Hoover
Jason Irwin
Paul James
Melissa Johnson
Martha Kurtz
Chenyang Li

Jennifer Lipton
Susan Lonborg
Holly Pinkart
James Schwing
Lori Sheeran
Heidi Szpek
Kathy Whitcomb
Hong Xiao
-Therese Young

JUDGES
LaillaAbdaila
Yukari Amos
Jennifer Anderson
Liahna Armstrong
Nancy Barker
Christina Barrigan
Gary Bartlett
Christine Bernadas
Gina Bloodworth
·Jan Bowers
Michael Braunstein
Sarah Britto
Ian Buvit
Daniel CannCasciato
Maya Chachava
Ka ndee (Delores) Cleary
Robyn Conley-Downs
Steve Cook
George Drake

Roxanne Easley
Lisa Ely
Alex Emmons
Kristina Ernest
Carol Findley
Eric Flesher
Roger Fouts
Kara Gabriel
Kathy Gaer~Carlton
Cesar Garcia
Carey Gazis
Coleen Gelatt
Janine Graves
Sheryl Grunden
Jack Gumaer
Ula Harper
Sarah Haven
Tom Henderson
Judy Hennessy

Peggy Hill
Gerard Hogan
Jim Huckabay
Mike Jackson
- Mary Lee Jensvold
Anne Johansen
Jackie Johnson
Jan Jorgensen
Teresa Kramer
(Genne) Jennifer Laakso
Chenyang Li
Dan Upori
Pat Lubinski
Susan Madley
erry Martin
Cameron McCormick
Bob McGowan
Laura Milner
Dawn Muzzall

:r

SOURCE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Clay Arango
Allen Sullivan
Liahna Armstrong

Ethan Bergman
Roger Fouts
Deborah Fouts

Kenneth Cohen
William Folkestad
Natalie Lupton

Kevin Nemeth
Steve Olson
Tracy Pellett
Andy Piacsek
Scott Robinson
Saron Rosell
Vicki Sannuto
Staci Sleigh-Layman
Janet Spybrook
Donna Stack
Uxing Sun
Christine Sutphin
Heidi Szpek
Kathryn Temple
Carin Thomas
Charlotte Tullos
Michael Whelan
Lynn Whitacre
Kathy Whitcornb
Rex Wirth
Bang-soon Yoon
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Sonics ·slip· to f ourth in the lottery despite having
the second worst rec_o rd in the league last y ear
by Joseph Siemandel
Asst. Sports editor

So karma jumped up and bit the
Supersonics in the butt this year. After
luckily falling into the second spot in the
draft last year, the Sonics slipped down
to the fourth spot in this years draft
despite having the league's second worst
record.
The bad karma may have come from
owner Clay Bennett is attempting to take
the team to Oklahoma City, or maybe
the Sonics just couldn't get lucky to two
years in a row.
Either way it was not a huge fall from
second to fourth, but that does make a
big difference when it comes to selecting
a player that could team up ·with last
year's first round pick - Kevin Durant.
Durant, who was selected as the
NBA Rookie of the Year this year, is the
corner piece of a franchise that is growing and changing.
Along with the fifth pick in
the 2007 draft, forward Jeff
Green, the ·Sonics General
Manager, Sam Presti, is
hoping to put together
a team that can
compete for an
NBA
title

Curtis Crabtree/Observer

The lOt~ hole on the Prospector course at Suncadia is the course's signature hole and was designed by golf legend Arnold Palmer.

Goninu around
Central washinuton
by Jay Renwick
Staff reporter

holes, and par four on 18 holes is 71.
Prices at Ellensburg Golf &
Country Club vary depending on the
Now that the weather has finally day. During the week, it costs $10
warmed up, ·it's time to sharpen up for nine holes and $18 for 18 holes.
those putting and driving skills and
During the weekend, a golfer can
take a trip to one of the many local expectto pay $12 for nine holes and
golf courses around Ellensburg, $20 for 18 holes.
Yakima and Cle Elum.
·
This course also offers lessons, a
Each course iri the area offers up driving range and restaurant and
different challenges for all skill levels lounge for those who are ready to take
from novices to experienced golfers a break after a long day of golfing.
who hit the links more often.
According to Keith Crimp, superSun Tides Golf Course is located intendent of the Ellensburg Golf &
in Yakima and offers golf lessons, a Country Club, golfers particularly
driving range and cart rentals. Golf- enjoy the fourth hole.
ing at Sun Tides costs a golfer $25 for
"Our customers seem to like the
18 holes.
fourth hole because it runs right
According to pro shop assistant along the river and has a really nice
Justin Newman, the fifth hole is the view," Crimp said.
most challenging.
The Prospector Golf course at
"The fifth hole is a par-four 400- Suncadia Resort is one of three coursyard hole that has a lake right in front es at the resort located in Roslyn.
of the green," Newman said."People
During the peak season this parreally like this hole even though it's 72 course will cost golfers $100,
one of the harder holes on the course." Monday through Thursday and $130,
Another course in the Yakima area Friday through Sunday.
is Apple Tree Golf Course.
Accorping to· pro shop employee
Apple Tree is a par-72 course that Patti Author, many people like the parcosts $28 for 18 holes. Apple Tree four tenth hole because of the design
also offers lessons, cart rentals, a and the view.
driving range and lounge that serves
"Many golfers like the 10th hole
food and drinks.
because it's designed by Arnold
The par-three 17th hole has a Palmer," Author said. "It also has an
island green shaped like an apple that elevated tee box that has an excellent
sits in the midd le of a pond.
view of the mountains."
According to the Seattle Ti mes, the ·
Along with Prospector, Suncadia
par-three 17th ho le is "the best par- Resort also has the Rope Ri der
th ree" in the state of Washington.
co urse that is still under constru cApple Tree has alsu received a four- tion; both of these courses are open
star rating by Golf Digest Magazine ~
to the public.
If high gas prices keep folks in
Tumble Creek is a private course
town, then the Ellensburg Golf & at Suncadia Resort that requires a
Country (Jub might be a nice choice membership.
for local golfers.
Now grab those clubs and go out
The Ellensburg Golf & Country and enjoy one of the many great
Club is a nine-hole course that can be golf courses located withjn 45 minplayed twice to be considered 18 utes of campus .

within the next three to four seasons.
So who will the Sonics pick with that
fourth pick?
ESPN's mock NBA draft has the Sonics selecting Jerryd Bayless, a point guard
from Arizona.
Bayless could fill a position that has
been a question mark for the Sonics over
the last four seasons.
Luke Ridnour has lost a step over the
last two seasons and eventually lost the
starting spot this year to Earl Watson.
The Sonics could also see USC stand
out OJ Mayo fall to the third spot pending on what happens with the allegations
that he accepted money to play at USC.
D.J. Augustin, a point guard from
Texas is also an option for the Sonics if
Bayless is not available.
The top two spots in this years draft
basically have claim to Michael Beasley
and Derrick Rose, who are considered
by many to be the top two college
prospects this year.
Both freshman wi 11 be gone after
just one year in college and will be
looking to make an immediate impact
for what ever team they end up with.

Kansas State's Michael
Beasley (left) and
Memphis' Derrick Rose
(right) are the likely
candidates to be selected
first and second overall
in the upcoming NBA
Draft. The Chicago Bulls
and Miami Heat pick
number one and number
two, respectively.
courtesy of Kansas State
Sports lnformatioi"i'

photo by Joe Murphy/University of Memphis

by Garrett Shawstad
Staff reporter

dents move in this fall. Also on the
plate is the cheer team's involvement
in Operation Elf, which is a holiday
Under a fairly new coaching staff, · event that brings non-traditiona l stuthe newly selected Wildcat Cheerlead- dents and their fami lies together to celing and Stunt Team is ready to fl y eb rate the season. They ass ist with getonward and upward.
ting gifts, wrapping presents, and helpChristina Thew, who took over the ing with activities. They also partake
position as head coach halfway through in 12 hours of Leadership. '
last year after the previous coach unexTryouts in April brought out 30 cheerpectedly walked out, has big hopes for leading hopefuls and out of those, 12
the Wildcats.
made the team. Everyone wanting to be
"Involvement in the . campus and part of the 2008-2009 squad had to try
community has tailed off in the past out, even if previously on the team. Sevyears," Thew said. "We're hoping to get en returnees made the cut, but the team
two to three community services slated is still in need of more male cheerleaders.
for the next year."
"I'm trying to build up the program to
One campus and community proj- make it a more collegiate level program,"
ect in the works is helping with Cen- Thew said. "10 years.ago, they came to
tral 's Movers and Shakers, as new stu- Central to cheer."

KARAOKE
Friday and Saturday Night

Registration begins at 8:30pm
Karaoke starts at 9:00pm
Contest winner receives free Cattleman's T-Shirt

Authorized.Retail Dealer ·.
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That is the caliber Thew wants the
Wildcat Cheerleading and StuntTeam to
be again. Thew has already actively started recruiting cheerleaders from all over
Washington. She notified Wash ington
high schools and has ni ne reputab le
members, three of which are alternates,
thus adding on to an already talented
new team.
From past years, the expected cost
once selected was $1 ,000. Th is year it
is close to $400. This is due in part to
the Athletic Department paying for
essentials such as uniforms and camp
fees.
The Wildcat Cheerleading and Stunt
Team is looking for additional sponsors in
the community so that in the future, individuals will have the opportunity to
receive scholarships. Another facet to
jump start the evolving' program is to
increase funding through grant wridhg.
The calendar will also mark fundraising efforts at the Wells Fargo Golf Classic
hosted by Jon Kitna at Suncadia in July.
For the first time, the Wildcats will
host · a UCA Collegiate Cheerleading
Camp. The camp includes colleges from
all over the Northwest, individuals from
Idaho, Oregon and Washington and
takes place Aug. 12 through Aug. 14, in
Ellensburg.
·
The Wilde.at the'erleading and Stunt
·Team welcomes Julia ~oberts, back to the
squad, not as ·a ·cheerleader, but as an
assistant coadi.' : ·
··
Roberts has been' 'ci cheerleader at
Central for the 'past f~~r years.

.
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M's hold last to last in Al West

illustration by Mikaela Sanders/Observer

Vote on tee increase fails
·Athletic fee increase of $18 voted down by students
by Casey Donovan
Senior reporter

Online voting may be helpful to the
user, but not the Central Washington
University Athletic Department. The
proposed bill to increase the student fee
from $35 to $53 as recommended by
the NCAA Blue Ribbon Committee
three years ago, was rejected 593-540.
Rumors are swirling that the online voting swayed more than half of the votes
as it was camouflaged as just another
fee that students clicked "no" to.
"The student fee isn't the only
option to help out athletics," athletic
director Jack Bishop said. "But it is the
single biggest driver."
In 1997, Central students voted
nearly 3 to 1 in favor of raising student
fees to cover athletics. But, the problem
expanded when Central decided to
move to Division II from NAIA. Costs
increased, but the money generated
from student fees stayed the same.
"I don't blame a student that has
no influence in athletics and doesn't
go to games," Bishop said. "In hindsight, we had to go after the no votes,
but apparently we didn't do enough.
This bill will definitely be back up for
voting in the fall."
The results were truly shocking as
more than 1,500 students signed the
petition to have the bill be put before
the students for a vote. Bishop said he
could have been knocked over by a
feather when the results came in.
The main problem Central faces, is
that tuition has continually increased
over the last decade and the athletic fee
has stayed the same. If the quarterly
athleti'c fee was at the same level of
growth as tuition, there would be close
to $610,000 more than this year's total
from a $64 quarterly athletic fee.
Contrary to Central's approach to
handling athletic fees, Western Washington University dips into their services and
activities fees and charges students to
attend games and athletic functions.
The Blue Ribbon Committee advo-

whine and complain, but get an
image out there that says we are
something special."
Many coaches feel that recent seasons have been similar to a game of
Russian roulette, where the possibility
of landing a group of solid athletes is
difficult to do without the money to
do so.
If the athletic fee had passed, there
would have been an extra $130,000
.to $170,000 diverted to scholarships.
Mark Anderson, Assistant Athletic
Director for Development is in charge
of fundraising for Central athletics. He
was hired after the Blue Ribbon suggested that Central hire a full-time
position to help aid athletic fundraising. Now more than ever, all attention
will be directly aimed at Anderson.
"I think it puts pressure on Mark ·
and also the coaches and community," Bishop said.
Fortunately for Central athletics,
they have the entire summer to raise
money for their desired athletic programs. Camps will be in full swing
and players and coaches will be slated with the responsibilities of handling them.
Women's basketball head coach
Jeff Whitney will be among the people spilling over the top with fund.s
needed. His team is coming together
this year like as in years past; and
will take what they can get with the
5.5 scholarships available and hope
for the best.
"Its like a poker hand where you
don't have anything for nine hands in
a row and then you get that one hand
that you have a shot at winning,"
Whitney said. "It is nearly impossible
to get out-of-state kids to come here
because their tuition is so much higher and it's tough for us to pull them
away from other schools that can
offer that."
Next fall, the responsibility will be
on students to vote for an athletic fee
increase. Hopefully, most will read
the fine print before they click.

cated that it would be a bad idea for
Central to do the same since Western is
a larger school.
"Tuition goes up, why not costs
associated with the university going
up?" Bishop said . ."I was devastated
[when I heard the results], still am."
Bishop said that out of the 10 Great
Northwest Athletic Conference schools,
Central sits third or fourth in competitiveness. With 13 varsity programs, cuts
· to any of them will not be taking place
under Bishop's reign, but other changes
will occur. ·
Coaches have been Informed that
there will be no more trips to Hawaii or
the East Coast as in previous years. The
cost of travel is one of the largest financial burdens faced by Central, but getting teams to travel to Ellensburg isn't
easy either.
"Ou~ location is not ideal to have
large teams travel here and play us,"
Bishop said.
And, the football team's situation
isn't much better. Only five Division II
schools have a football team on the
West Coast, whereas hundreds are
located in the Midwest and on the East
Coast. Bishop said that football in the
West is in danger of falling off the map
completely.
Expenses associated with the maintenance of facilities are trying to spice
up the image of Central athletics.
Additions to Nicholson Pavilion and
the possibility of lights on the football
field are just some of the renovations
currently taking place.
If Central adds lights to the playing
field before this season, College Sports
Television (CSTV) wants to host a live
Thursday night game against Mesa State
that would air nationally. Last season,
Central football was featured on CSTV
against Nebraska-Omaha.
"You have to stay positive and
coaches need to feel responsible to
promote their sport," Bishqp said. "On
the flipside, you try not to let them get
down. People want to be at winning
programs. We can't just sit around and
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OBSERUER CLASSIFIEDS
Make $7,000 to $9,000 this summer
exterior painting in Seattle, WA. or Portland, OR. Your choice. Requires: reliable
vehicle, neat appearance, full time, no
experience nece~~ary, wil.I train. $7,000
minimum.guaranteed!
Both men and·~or:ne~.ar~ encouraged .
to apply. We are not affiliated with any .
college painti.ng companies.
Call Twin City Painti.n~ @.360-636- ·

5505 or go online for more information.
www.summerpainting.com

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for men and
women {6/21 - 8/24/08). Spend your summer in a beauti.f~I setting while in worth~hile .~mpl~nient! Hidden Valley Camp
(Granite Falls, WA) needs: counselors, life: ·guards, arts' & crafts.counselors, riding staff,
drivers & kitchen staff. Board/Salary. Call
the HVC office at (425)844-8896 or e-mail
us at: hiddenvalleycamp@earthlink.net for
more information.

ANCHOR M /\Pr.s·sb9-925::}031
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 1 & 2
.JJDRM APTS, GREATVALVES·STARTING
"
AT $465
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED
AVAILABLE
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Top: Seattle Mariners' pitcher Arthur Rhodes winds up and delivers a pitch
during the ninth inning of last Friday's 6-4 loss to the San Diego Padres.
Middle: Mariners catcher Kenji Johjima hands a ball back to the home
pla:te umpire during the ganie last Friday night. Johjima hit a two-run home
run in the second to close the Padres lead to 4-2•
Bottom: Mariners third baseman Adrian Beltre argues a call with home
plate umpire Jim Joyce ma~e. ln the ninth inning that ended the game.
I

The Mariners are in last place in the AL West with an 18-28 record, ~e S.5
~es behind Texas for third and 8.5 games Be.hind·the Angels for first.
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Softball: Friendship formed
through injuries and interviews
continued from page 15
The trio then flew to Los Angeles to be
on the Ellen DeGeneres Show,Tuesday,
May6.
"We joked about it at first saying. 'Oh I
wish we could go on Ellen,"' Wallace
said. "Then we are sitting in Jonathan's
office and Jack [Bishop] came in and said
something about Ellen and we were like,
'Noway!'"
After flying home, · Holtman had
arthroscopic surgery on both knees to try
and alleviate the pain and repair damage
in her knees from years of softball.
Holtman said that she has two to six
weeks of recovery time left, just having
had her stitches removed early this week.
Tucholsky is still waiting on her surgery to repair the torn ACL in her right
knee. The surgery is scheduled for the
Monday after classes conclude at Western
Oregon.
"They're thinking four or five months
[for the rehab]," Tucholsky said. "It all
depends on how well I heal and do the
rehab. So hopefully not too long."
The three women reunited again this
past Friday at Safeco Field in Seattle to
throw out the first pitch at the Mariners
game.
"It was overwhelming being there
because we play on a softball field, but
that stadium compared to standing on the
field in Safeco, it was overwhelming,"
Wallace said. "They showed the video
clip and people started clapping and
standing. I was shaking. It was really overwhelming, but amazing at the same time
to know all those people appreciate what
you did."
The opportunity was unprecedented
forTucholsky in more ways than one.

"It was definitely awesome and an
honor," Tucholsky said. "I've never been
to a Major League Baseball game before,
so to have that happen at my first one was
pretty awesome."
People now recognize Central softball
and the girls that made the story possible.
"Kasey [Druffel], Logan [Mohr} and I ·
went to the game and Jonathan had us
wear our Central shirts," Holtman said.
"We were walking outside the stadium
with shirts saying 'Central Softball' and we
probably got stopped 10 times."
Through all the interviews and trips
together, Holtman, Tucholsky and Wal.:.
lace have become fast friends, forever
linked toget~er by the famous home run
trotthey shared.
"It was like an instant friendship,"
Wallace said. "We met her down in L.A.
and we hugged and went out and got
breakfast and it was like this instant friendship between us."
Tucholsky, who considers herself a
"really shy person," didn't have any
Jessica Liddle/Observer
troubling bonding with Holtman and
Liz Wallace, Sara Tucholsky and Mallory Holtman head out on to the field at Safeco Field before throwing the
Wallace.
"I'm not uncomfortable around them first pitch for the Mariners game against the San Diego Padres last Friday. The three girls have become friends
at all," Tucholsky said. "It's like I've known after the now famous event that forever linked them together on April 26.
them for longer than I actually have. It's
definitely a nice surprise and they are
actually great people and fun to be
around."
·
With only a few weeks of school left
for Holtman and Tucholsky in their undergraduate careers, both look forward to
graduate school. Holtman has been
accepted to the graduate program here at
Central and will be an assistant coach on
ARE BUG J@ELLTEL. ET
the softball team next season.
Tucholsky will attend Portland State
100W. 3rd Ave.
University in the fall to continue her studEllensburg,
WA
,
Office: 509-925-8736 J Cell: 1 509-929-1777
ies in Business and Health Education.
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